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Class of 1993

years from 1993,

when you

leaf through

the pages

of this

^omokgn, what will

you most remember
about your e?qperience
at%gttins? footing

for the basketball

team in the field
9-louse? The

Chapel bell

ringing? The

news of

fo?t (Day? "Eating in the

Heanery? Late nights

in

Olin? An animated
debate with a favorite
professor? Laughing

with friends?

President Hjita (Bornstein
I hope you remember Rollins for
here,

and I hope

yourself

that

what you [earned

what you teamed is

and others, goodjudgement,

respect for

integrity in

your

personal and professional lives, a sense of responsibility to

your family and your community, a commit-

ment

to lifelong education, devotion to freedom

democracy,
challenge,

and above
,

all,

and

to thinks to question, to

and to speaf^out on

issues.

We challenged you to set yourgoals high,
failure as temporary,
the best

and to give

to see

every situation

which you are capable, you are forever a

part of the %gllins family,

and we

following your path with great

will be

interest.

r

9{ita Bornstein

Kgllins College past three Presidents help

(President Dornstein lights the Christmas

inaugurate President Hornstein.

tree,

r

Deeem6er3, 1992.

Professor Peterson retires
after

34 years:

Photo 6y ftndres J^SriC

A University of Qeorgia graduate,
'Thomas Peterson
(Bachelor's

received his

Degree in Art in 1951. drafted

into the

United States Army, Professor

Peterson

was

in the "Korean "War

and

during his army career, zvas stationed in
California

and Alaska.

After his

service,

Peterson traveled to

9\[ew york^City where he stayedfor five
years. "During those years, he attended

Columbia University where he received
a Masters in

"fine

Arts "Degree.

(Professor "Peterson joined the "Rollins

staff in the fall of 1958.
teaching career at
in

"Rollins,

During

his

he participated

a variety of shows throughout the 60 s,

70 s

and 80 s. As an

original member

of the

"Board of Visitors, "Professor "Peterson was
present for the opening of the Cornell "fine

Arts "Building.

Currently, "Professor "Peterson lives in

"Winter "Parkjwith his wife
also

a professor at

painting.
Photo By

(BevereCy (Brosius

"Rollins,

!Hallie,

who

is

continuing his

liable
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(Helen Q. 'Byrd

Carol Lauer

%gbert L. 'Moore
(Pedro (Pequeno

Marilyn Stewart

Manuel Vargas -(Payano

m£r^KRp POLogy
f

(

<

'Department

Professor Marilyn

C Stuart.

Photo By Jesse

16

•

8 September 1992. Convocation- first day of dosses

Carol Lauer, T>ept. Chair

9{ick&lson.

9-Cattie

L. Jdatfam

%gnald (B. Lamed
%gbert 5. Lemon,

Jr.

Hanja Softie

^pnafd'B Lamed,

(Dept.

Chair

j^Rfl department

c
(
B. Lamed. Pfioto by Jesse l^iekelson.
Frofessor%onald

17

l^itf

Clinton

is

questioned about his draft dodging.

1992 September 9

#

tPersis C>

Coteman

Eileen Qregory

Qail £. Jones

Stephen

W.

H(lemann

(David I. 'Richard

Edward (W.

Scheer

Judy Q. Schmalstig
James CW. Smalt

<BiOLog<y
(Department

(Professor (Persis C>

)

10 Sep

92.

Steven 9([emann, (Dept. Chair

Coleman. Thoto 6y Jesse Jjickelson.

If re- elected, (President 'Bush promises "no ta^hikts again,

ever,

ever"

'Pedro

<

Berna[

'Erich Blossey

(Beverly L. bridge

ToddS. (Deal
'William Hersonnett

Larry 'Eng-'Wilmot
'Mary L. Mc(Dougall
'Brian Q.

Larry (Lng- (Wilmot, (Dept. Chair

Ramsey

(Department

Professor William Personnett. Photo 6y Jesse 9{ickelson.
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The oldest American war veteran, (h[athan

Cookj. dies at the age

of 106. 1992 September

11%

Wayne D.

9-CaCes

Oiarry fA£ 9(ypraws

Sharon L.
Charles

(P.

94iiter

%gck^

Sric A. Schutz

A. Christine Skelley
%gbert C- Steen

%enna

C> Baylor, Jr.

'ECO'XpMlCS
Department

Professor

"Eric Scfiutz.

Photo By Jesse

Marry

'Kypraios, (Dept. Chair

l^iekelson.

20

%1Z

September 1992. Charges of seTQial harassment were filed today against the

US.

(Defense

Department

Larry L. Cotanche

Linda %^ (Deture
9i.

Man (Dye

Mary %. QraBach
ftnne L. 'Heath

(Damn Latta
9{ancy

M.

%athryn

Marie

McStieer

(S[grszvorthy

C>

<E(DUCWTlO<*i
Linda

'Deture, (Dept. Chair

(Professor Larry

<L.

M

(DrE1*EL0T( Z9^T

Cotanche. Photo by Jesse

Shafe

& tiUMmt
'Department

9{ic(c\elson.
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(President (Bush outlined

a

new

detailed economic

growth plan

today.

1992 September 13

•

"Barabra

Of.

Carson, "Balance T.

Chow

"Edward 9f. Cohen, Lezlie L. Couch
Rosemary Curb, Margaret
Jean 5.

Man

"Edge,

"Dana

"B.

"Nordstrom, Maurice

!M.

(Dunn

9vtcQraw

% O Sullivan

"Twila y. "Papay, "Philip "Pastore

"Walter 5. "Phelan, "Taddeus
"Karen

9rf.

Slater,

%gy

Seymour

5. Starling

Jean "West

'Department

Maurice OSuttivan,

(Dept.

Professor Philip Pastore. Photo 6y Jesse 9^ickelson.
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• 14 September

1992.

^Hurricane Iniki hits the Oiaiuaiian Island of %ava.

Chair

Mien

(Barry S.

Marjorie (Bariett

Joseph V. Siry
Robert

\

^*

(B.

Stephenson

Mm

(Barry

Mien,

(Dept.

S (T(U Dl cES
(

Chair

Department

(Professor %gbert Stephenson. (Photo be Jesse O^ic^eison.

23

Tfo

Zl. 9{.

voted today to

triple the size

of

the peace keeping force in yougastavia.

1992 September 15

%

9{adir ftenouati

Meander 2.

'BognsCazvski

Ldzvard (E.

<

9{acny

M.

(Decker,

(Borsoi

James A. Jrancis

M. Qorrelt
MyrnaA. Qreene

Isabetie

Patricia A. Lancaster,

Richard A. Lima
Oiiida A. Lopez,- Lavat

Patricia MarshaCC

%uth

CM.

Mesavage

department

1{icfiard

Lima, (Dept. Chair

Professor 9-CiCda Lopez- LavaL Qhoto by Jesse 9{ickg(son.
24

•

16 September 1992.

former Mayor of "Washington

(D.C.,

Marion

"Barry,

zvon a city council seat today.

Tsdivard J. OLarrell
Catherine

Jacf^C.

OLiggs

Lane

%. Harry Levis

Qary L. 'Williams

(Department

%. Harry Levis, (Dept. Chair

(Professor

Qary Williams. Photo by Jesse

9{ickelson.

25

Aetor Anthony Perkins, %gllins Mumni,

dies at age GO.

1992 September

17%

^eresita C> Fernandez

Pedro %. (Pequeno

C& R3{J B'E%y>L
t

(

AJ'JIA-I'RS Department

'Pedro Tequeno, <Dep. Chair

listing Professor Ctinton. Thoto by Hesse O^ickelson.
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• l£ September 1992.

Ike 9{atL ^Hurricane

Ctr. rated ^Hurri.

Andrew

the

3rd worst storm

in

US.

^History.

Marf^S. Anderson
Lisa Armour

John

%

(Rowers, Julie Carringto

Qloria A. Child

James
Qene

fP.

(D.

Child

Hidalgo, Larry

M.

(Holt

(David C. (Kurtz

Junryo (Miyashita
(Richard Vitray, James

m

SCI L HCCLS
(

(David 'Kurtz, (Dept. Chair

(Professor

<

(H.

(Wahab

Apartment

Mark^Anderson. <2hoto 6y Jesse 'Nick&ison.
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Leanza

Cornett, %pttins student,

is

crowned Miss America

.

1992 September 19

•

'William

Susan

C>

%

Qallo

Lacf^nan

'Edmund Leroy
'Brent

M.

'Runnels

John V. Sinclair

Susan W. Throm

music
(Department

John

Sinclair, (Dept.

Chair

Professor Brent 'Runnels. Photo by Jesse O\[ickelson.
28

%20

September 1992.

Mississippi enforces a 24 -hour waiting limit for seeking an abortion.

O.

Lyvonne
Qreg

9{.

'Burleson

Qardner

Marvin E. CMezvman

Donald P.

'Rogers

'Entity 'Rubinstein

'Wallace V. Schmidt

'Kim

greg gardner,

(Dept.

Chair

<D.

'White-Mills

0<Rg&^IZA<II09{SiL
C0MMW\[lC% II09{$
(

'Department

29

Jrance voted yes to the Maastricht 'European Union

treaty.

1992 September 21

#

J7.

Thomas

Coofc^

Daniel %. (Denicola
9-Coyt

yudit

L. 'Edge

%

Qreenberg

'Doris Q.

Lynn

Margaret McLaren

%arl <E. Peters

Arnold Wettstein

%ELigi09{pevcirtment

(

Arnold cWettstdn,

T>ept.

Chair

IP

* *

Professor J (Thomas Cook. Photo 6y Jesse 9{ickelson.
'.
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22 September 1992.

"Ike T. V.

show Murphy <Broum

Blasted the "family values" of V. P. "Dan Quayle.

Qordon
Peggy

*£.

Si.

Harry

Howell

Jarnigan

J.

Meisel

'Richard P. Morris
J7.

Phillip 'Roach

Charles

TMBp

%pach, (Dept. cfudr

Professor

(D.

Urban

E D UC.H Tl09\C'Department

<

and Rollins Sivim Coach

(

<

{

'Richard Morris. Photo By Jesse

9{kkglson.

former (President $fypn aids

the claim that (P.O.W.'s were left behind in Vietnam.

23 September 1992

•

Qregory fttman

%gbert Q. Carson
Julie Harvexj-Jossitt

'Richard C- Jones

Ian LitUezuood

John

oss

%pbert Carson, 'Dept. Chair

%24 SeptemSer 1992.

^Ihe first female

hockey goalie,

Moron ^heaumt,

broke the gender gap in sports.

.

Donald L. (Davison
Joan D. (Davison
'Richard 'E.

fogles ong

Laura Qreyson
IP'

Steven Jackson
UNIVERSITY

'Thomas D. Lairson

Luis Valdes

Joan 'Davison, Dept. Chair

'Professor 'Richard Joglesong.

<Pho to 6y Jesse (Jackets on

33

'Allegations

of (Prs. 'Bush Being

in "the Coop

''

of the Iran Contra scandal came about. 1992 September 25%

Sharon L. Carnahan
CathCeen

Cramer

tt.

Martin £. Jarkash

Arnold W. ttonak&r

John M. Houston; Marien Lugo
Sandra A. Mclntire
9\[anette L. Mitchelt,

Maria %.
%gbert

*D.

Smither,

James

Marc

*D.

%

%ggtr

<D.

%gy

1{uiz

Lynn

fM. 'Tristram

Upson
"Wrubk

vsycoioLogy
(Department

(Maria %uiz, Dept. Chair

Professor Sharon Carnahan. Photo Sy Jesse (Nick&ison.
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%26 September 1992.

Los Angeles Mayor "Tom "Bradley announced that

fie

would step down

as

mayor after 20 years.

SherryU fischer
5

William J. Ofepburn

Marry ^ypraios
Tmily (Rubenstein
"Bill Of.

West

Qary L. 'Winarski

'Marry 'Kypraios, (Dept. Chair

SySttMS

(Department

35

More

allegations

of remaining

'P.O.'W. s in

Vietnam surfaced today. 1992 September 27%

Jittm <Byrd

Lynda

9\d.

QCennon

TLdzvard C.

%gyu

Van

SickCe

'

Larry

soaoLogy
(Department

Larry

^an sic ^> ^v

36

%28

Septembe

1992.

Mtegations about Congress overspending came about today.

1-

^

air

Mary M. Mten
c

<DaCe f.

flmtund

Cheryl L.

%evin

ILtter

Qrijfin

%gbert O. Juergens
Scott Lajebre
S* Joseph 9{assif

Charles

SI.

%gdgers

Melissa Shafer

%gbert

Joseph 9{assif (Dept. Chair

(Professor Scott LafeBre. (Photo

W.

Sherry

r
(DSl9{C E (Department

By Jesse 9{ickeison.
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%gss

(Perot

undecided about his position to run for the Presidency. 1992 September 29

•

academic resource center:

(Kathleen 5lpple6y-(Knoll,

%gbertshaiv. admissions: %cdphetta Q.

Silver,

Q. Erdmann, %athryn (Hxitchins, Janis

Suzanne

(Di

'Edith E. Unsch, (David

Jaction, Scott A.

Linville,

Jennifer C* Lucfcgtt, 5\my C* %agg, (Paula %. Simonds, 'Teresa SI. Sutton,
c
<
%aren 2.
Weatherford. alumni: Sally S. Combs, Susan

(Diana S. Johnson, anthropology: Helen Q.(Byrd. archives:
J. Lafram-Qoise, Deborah

W.

Walt^.

QailE. Jones. Bookstore: Joan
"(Doc

(Henson,

(D. (Keith

M.

art: Sandra

(B.

Qertrude

Engert. Biology:

Johnson, 9{prma Lunger, Robert E. (hotter,

Brevard campus:

% Hartman, "Edith E. (Brady, Sharon Carrier, Cynthia H

(Derengozuskij Patricia,

%30 September 1992.

Qeisler,

(Braungart, Qerald (fraize, (Dayton

"Helen %. Shedden, Catherine 'Waltz, Lynette "Wilbur.

Marianne

<£.

A. Lancaster, %alph J. Pallet "Karen

"'Magic" Johnson ends his brief retirement from basketball because

of his

(D.

virus.

-

1

Stirtzinger.

Bursar s office: Letha"H. Cued, Mary

1. (Dunn, Lunelle

Mary 51. "Tomengo, Caroline Vera. Business services: ayrm
Barlett, Andrew "B. "Baumline, "William J. "Bennett, "Tara J. Boerner,

Shupe,

"j]

'Ruth L. "Dezzvart, "Donalds. "Dodgion, Cynthia

Uman,

(Debris %. "Weeks, "Jahaz,

Armstrong, "William

"D. "Billing,

M.

"yacoob.

"P.

"L.

Qailey, "Rosemary

campus safety:

!Ale7^"D.

"S^cardo "Estrella, "Ben tt. Qriffith,

%eed

!Higgin6otham, Julius Jacobs, "Brian Linsley, "Paul J. Lioi, "Derek^Q.

Madison, "Tommie "Nelson, "William tt. "Pegram, Linda Smith,
"Dianne "Walton, Loretta "Webb, career services: %obert J>. Oierzog,

Barbra Poole,

C. Qraciela Santiago,

Myra

"Wells,

center for lifelong education: "Richard
"D. "Erzuin,

Andrea L.

"Wisniezusfc.

% "Bommelje, "Byrnece

Margaret A. Hawkins, Mary June "Kemp, Caroline X. Sully,

EXPRESS MAIL
Domestic

-

International

REGISTERED MAIL
Domestic

-

Internation

PRIORITY MAIL
CERTIFIED MAIL
INSURED MAIL

STAMPS
.M

Books
Coils

Post Cards

Stamped

E-

Tkotos by Jesse

9\{icl<gCson

39

Russia issued vouchers to their peopCe to Buy shares in Russian

owned companies. 1992 October 1%

%gbert L. Wood, computer
services: Margaret L. Blackburn,

Susan M. Curran, B. "Wayne Cypert,
freeman, Mercedes Qonzalez-

(Brett

Chavez, fturetio Lopez, "Roger
Mercure, Louie Milter III, Rosemary
"Malezuay,

Joshue

"Jeeves,

"D. "Sieves,

Sharon

"E.

'Enrique

Moody, Qerald

"Walterscheid Jr. center for -puB lie

service: "Kristen Q. Zimmerman,

chemistry: "Beverly

"Bridge,

Mary

Mc"Dougall. Cornell fine arts

museum: Arthur %. Blumentfial,
Mary Ann Bowie, "Richard Colvin,
Mildred "Evans, %gslynSontag.

community

relations: Carol"D.

d

Orto, Cynthia %. "Wood,

rint shop: Marl^
"Desmet,

Molly L.

"Blose,

John

"P.

"Perry.

msiness,

Mice Argeros, Ma?(ine L. Becf^

Samuel CSusan

Certo,

Marisol Colon,

C Crabhll, Stephan

Qau?(hier,

Linda %. OLobrocI^ Anne B.

%err,

2 October 1992. %gss Terot jumped bacfcjnto the race for the Presidency.

Michael Lyons, Julie 5. Mills, 'Ruth Ann
Morrell, 'Peggy L. Terry,

Linda

development: M. Elizabeth

Andrew Carter,

(Danilee

r

B. H^izzo.

brothers, Q.

C Cassinelli, Michael

<
J. (Dudgion, Holly %. Loomis, 'Edith Morales,

Susan (B. Mouradian, Michelle M.
Marilyn 9{eedham, Marina

Mary A.

Pollard,

Sain, Snsanne

I.

9{assif,

9{ice, Stella Si.

Prime, Jennifer Rhodes, Lois

Shazv, Heverly J Smetheram,

Eleanor Zets. economics: Sharon L. Miller,

emeritus: William %. Qordon. engus

%aren M.

Slater,

environment

Marjorie Harlett. finance:

Mary E.

Valerie P. Callan,

Chezuning, Oielen A. Crossley,

Jrancisco (Dayao, Constance C. Qibson, %enneth
Odarker,

Andrea L.

!tteclqnan,

%athleen Laws,

Carole L. Leahy, Qail%eimers,

Candy Simkin,

(Photo by Jesse 9\[icke(son.

%obertS*

'Witherall.

orgein language:

fSAx«t

Alice

M.

Qrant,

0\[adirHenouali.

ouse: Steven Stewart, graduate p
in education

Mary

and human development:

Qrabach, Marian OLasara, <Bette S. fallen.

Hamilton holt school:
^eitelman, Linda
Tres. 'Bush states that the

US-

ivas ready to use military force to impose a

Qail

J'vonne (Bart

Carpenter, Charles

M.

Ban on Serbian combat flights. 1992 October 3

(Photo by Jesse 9^ickelson.

'Ldmondson, Sonata-Marie Qataletto, Andrea Lucus, Sharon Lusk^
JZnnmarie Schnieider, Claie Thiebault.
ftponte,

human

resources: Miriam

Maria Martinez, Marsha-(Dazun Oakes, Zulima

ftziz,

M.

C. Sanchez,

Vicki Torres, DarlaJ. ^schida. international'programs:

%athrine

*DonnaM. O'Connor, kjnowles memorial chapel: MoeaseSl.

Lax. a.:
counseling: Melinda M.

brooks, Charles Callahan, Robert (Dezuey, Joanne Cjranberry.
Heresita

C Fernandez,
ftt^ard,

lakeside health

Marf^ freeman, Sylvia

McMillan, Judith

fProvost.

services: Philip

<B.

math

Hale,

Judith A. Luckett, Steven S*

I

1

ft

•

4 October 1992.

%}irth,

Addie Leibin, Vickie

Jr.,

j

\

(

-

<

{

t

<

media

;

Mac Mac*Donald. music: Susan

(

sciences: Qene 2. Oiidalgo.

^hrom. office of the dean: Susan

l

&

j

*E.

9\[eilson,

Allen, Qloria Chandler- Qumbs,
\

Sonia 9{.

!%ivera,

Penny Schafer,

In college football, University of Miami defeats Florida State, 19-16.

;

Anthony (Tambasic. office of the president: %jta (Bornstein,
Lorraine M. 'Kyle, JoanS* (Toth. office of the propost: Carol Anne

3.

Carlson, (David

for Business

W.

fMarcell, Charles J.

& finance:

'Wainman. office of

p.

Constane(B. Holt, Louise %. Worrell

of the dean of faculty: %athrine O. (Beverly, (Beverly S*
Qi6son, (Donald C* Qriffin, ToniM. Strollo. office of the pice

office

president for development
'Warren

J3L

& college relations:

Johnson, olin library: Marjorie

(Bryant, Janice

M.

(B.

Jane L. Henry,

(Blacfa

Michael'A.

Couvertier, Lorraine *M. Cronse, Teresa

Qeorge C* Qrant, (Donna

%

M.

(Flynn,

Qray, Patricia L. Haley, Charlotte A.

Johnson, Douglas L. (Kucf^icl^ (Dadong Liu, (Donna J. (Maratta, (Molly

Mcelroy, Linda L. McdQtight, %athryn
An

Israeti cargo jet

H Strickland, Sarah

crashed into an ftpt. compte^in Amsterdam, kitting at teast 12 peopte. 1992 October

5%

"Wiegard, Shelly "Wyatt.
"Rubinstein,

organizational communications: "Emily S

physical education

& athletics:

"JredBattenfield,

L. Bedsole, MichealB. "Bourbonnais, "Jranzella
"Buckley, "Keith "Buckley,

Jean A. Carmody, John

"D. "Bryson,
"I.

Murray Oierman, Jascinth Oierrington,

Headrick^

"Thomas Lusman, "David "W. 9{eal, Michael J. "Rockgvich,
Jeffrey A. ^horla, Charles Urban, Cjlenn 9{. 'Wilkes,
SI.

Lynn, physical plant:

"Jrederic(^!A.

"R.

• 6 October 1992.

5l.

%

jJ

Mark^

1

c

A. Johnson,

Iris

Schneider

philosophy:

i

j

(

(Doris

\

fAtten,

(

Manuel "Birriel,

j

Meander, Minnie

"William C- "Berlqneyer, Robert L. "Betts, "William L. "Biggs,
(Francis

Beverly

fulgham,
9\[ancy

Marci

"D.

(Bishop III, J. "Roger B. Lankenship, "Ryan "W. "Boisselle,

Congress voted to override the Presidents veto to regulate cabte H.V.

5

mmil
^P/wto

/n/ J7e55e

O^ickeison.

m Mary Boothby, %gnny
*D.

Q. Boston, Stephan

^ray, (Eliza Brown, ODonileo T. Cannon,

Christopher Constable,, !Alberta (Dessow,

Wendy (Dickerman,

(Debra J. Dte^/^

Michael (Drew, Cleola

William 51.

elision,

Jelder, (Dale % Jlood, *Earl fossitt,
(Thomas

tt.

Qallagher,

(Terry Qrether,

John W. Qreene,

Ada M.

Oiall , Christina

Oiamel, Irene Oiarrell, J. (Duane Oiondlenki

%gbert L.
9-1.

OTarry Q. %eller, Charles

*}{yder,

(Kuhland, Ardonia Lamar, Justin

*D.

Lamb, Catherine L. Manigault, ChuckjM.
Martz, Mickey

Mc%az, Christopher
(Patterson,

(Rodriguez,

Stephen

TL.

M.

%euben

TL.

Maxell, Lovett

Morris, William Morse,
(pavliga, Jr.,

Mary

German W.

2L. (Perkins,

Simmonds, Eugene A. Stano,

Luis

Jr.,

(Raynette

L. Stevens, (David Q. Stoner, Qeorge (Tanner, (Willie (Tims, (Emmett
(Tompkins, Betty Upson, 9{anci
Charlie J. Walker,

James

S*

Van %ooy, Marcos Vazquez,

Way, (Thomas

Wells, OielenWheeler,

(Donald White, Ulysses Williams, OTarley Wilson, Olin
Charles B. Winkle, frederick^R.
fossitt.

psychology:

Wooden, physics:

Cathleen H. Cramer, Arnold

OL.

Wilson,

Julie (Karvey-

W.

Oionaker,

Marien Lugo, 9{anette L. Mitchell, Suzanne Suprise,
groups of refugees fleeing the Castro dictatorship are arriving

in Jiorida.

1991 October

7%

Lynn M.

pre- college programs:

(Tristram,

P. Coewn, S. Michael 'Edwards,

Laura M.

puBlic safety:

Tanya A.

M.

Carin

(Bart^ley,

Tammie Schmid-lhompson.

Perkins,

Mary

J. Claris Julia

Hoblicf^ Janet

Qwen

Sanchez, Connie SchameC,

Qail

Atma

(B.

Dager, Arthur O.

J.

Redding, 'Raymond A.

'Brenda Csencsitz, Larry %. Humes,

r

E. 'Wismar -Davis,

registrars office:

A. Haton, 'Elizabeth Hobbs Lannen, Carin

'Persons, Beatrice

Anderson, Vera

J.

post office:

Thie6ault. public relations:

Joan

Smith, CoCeen Tur^e.

Qordon, Lainie Hansen, Shari L.

Hatchings, 'Beverly ?. Owens,

(B.

M.

fanny %andazzo. paralegal studies program:

Hartzog, 'Deborah 'Kirkwood, Atvaro

Leigh

Tormey.

Thomasena Cooper,

Qordon, Loretta Hall, Minnie Hall, Lisa

Hondlenf^ Horace L. Jones, Labrenda Jones, rErma
%aulerson, 'Pauline £. (Reed, Cora

'Weir,

M.

Martha

residential life:

Anderson, Juanita Caldwell,

Q. Daniels, Beulah

Talley,

Anna

%osa L. Horace, Udeth A. Lugo,

L. Smith, 'Diane

Pfister, 'Betty

'Richard Carr,

M.

J. (Meal, (franf^

L.

Smith, Luis Suarez, Christine

Marquita Taylor, Deborah Thomas, Sarah Thomas, Morris

Odessa

M.

'Wilfcgrson.

residential life management: Joni

.

Chambers, Jeffrey Crum, (Kathleen Qawlif^ Linda Qentry, Staci-Ann

Patrick 'Kenneth Posner, Qarland Vance,

financial planning: Susan
(Kathryn J. Dunlap, P.
PL.

Prewitt.

• 8 October 1992.

Diann

sullwan house:

Donna

student

P. 'Wyche.

H Darling, Linda

I.

Downing,

Qossett, Patricia, J. Maticka,

John %. Langfitt, Mary

(f.

Marcia
'Rounds.

Researcher debate over the Trench abortion drug <RU486 as the morning after pitt

science

& matkamatics:

activities:

Wilbur Jersey,

%itft %. Jackson,

theatre arts

Mary M. Mien, Mary A. Rmlund,
Qriffin.

center:

Wfrk^ radio station:
(David L.

Cheryl L.

%line

TLdgeit, 9\[ancy Si.

not in defartimentai order:

*D.

student

&

dance:

Teller,

Stephens,

%evin E.

writing

Marshall,

Marietta rDominguez, Slna

%odriguez, Linda Crankshau), Lyndia Junkie

M.

S'E9{I0^J
1993

(Darrell

Mfkri

Economics

"Economics

Alice,

(Barfedale

'Elementary Education

lodd

*Bequette

'Biology

%

10 October 1992.

<Pape

J7.

Marina

Erich Altaba

fAviles

International %elations

(Deanna 'Bartsch

'Michelle <Beck^

Area Studies

Elementary Education

(Dana *Blanchard

Christine flois

Sociology

french

(Paul II arrived in the 'Dominican Republic for the anniversary

of Columbus' arrival

in the Americas.

Caroline 'Bone

Valerie Bonehill

Christopher (Brozim

"Environmental Studies

Politics

'Economics

The

three (Presidential candidates take part in their first

of many nationally televised debates.

1992 October

11%

•

Marcia Castro

'Elizabeth Cook^

francesca CorSly

'Biology

Latin American Studies

'Biology

12 October 1992.

'Pollution over the S. Atlantic

is

causing alarm

among

scientists

and say may

contrbute to global zuarming.

(Brian Corliss

Alejandro Cubina

Biology

Environmental Studies

Psychology

K&nberlee (Dishon

Tori Efoney

Politics

Sociology

Tamera

(Dezv

'Environmental Studies

Jerry Dear,

"%gUins has been great; I've
to eiqperience so

many

J7r.

had the opportunity

different things,

from canoe-

ing on the Cakg at 3 a.m. to being asked impossible
questions by the yearboo/^staff!"

—Layna MoseCy

53

Tamara Duffy
Sociology

An

earthquake measuring 7.5 shook^Cairo, Egypt felling 370 people.

1992 October 13

•

Carta (Dunbar
"English

Kristin

Erwin

English

• 14 October 1992.

Qretchen Fernandez

Raymond Fernandez

Latin American Studies

"Economics

Vice President Quayle, Senator gore

and James Stockdale engage

in their only debate.

Troz/ fisher
f

Iheater Arts

'R&searchers said people

J(atHerine forster

Psychology

consuming average amounts of coffee eTqperunce ivithdrawal when

unable, to

consume

caffeine.

1992 October

15%

Claudia Qarcia Ortega

Juliette

Latin American Studies

•

16 October 1992.

A

national study

(fawn

Sociology

found

"William (filbert

Psychology

that standardized tests might hamper efforts to improve math/science education.

(Dennis

Jennifer Qriffith

Hall

(Patricia 'Hail

Environmental Studies

'Environmental Studies

'English

Andrea Hobson

<Xicole Hollett

%obert Holly

English

Mathematical Sciences

foreign Language

Wjgoberta fMenchu, a Quiche Indian

and advocate for

indigenous peoples of repression,

won

the 9{gbe( Teace 'Prize.

1992 October 17

<

A
r

\

ith wind

gusting up to
a 12-

200

mph and

foot

tidal

surge.

Hurricane Andrew caused
massive destruction in
Southern Florida. "It's like a
bomb hit," said one Florida
City resident, looking at the
remains of the trailer park

where he and his wife lived.
Tent cities were set up in
Florida with room for 3,800
people.

A

than
20
ore
companies, including
McDonald's Corp.,
Coca-Cola Co. and Sears,
Roebuck and Co., launched a
in
national
campaign
September 1992 to encourage
U.S. businesses to buy recycled
goods. Major cities of the U.S.
either have, or have plans for,
some type of recycling
program.

A

eanza Cornett is crowned
first Miss America
from the state of Florida.

"^^the
The

entire Rollins

community

celebrated this Hamilton Holt
student's achievement. She plans

speak about AIDS awareness
during her yearlong reign. Cornett
said her "ultimate goal" is to get a
group of drama and theater

to

together
whose
performances would "give AIDS
kind of a hopeful message."

students

58

I

92 IN

REVIEW
A

urricane
Andrew's 54hour
United

States rampage, the most
expensive natural disaster
ever in the country, caused
an estimated loss of $20
Florida, $1.5
Louisiana and
million in the

billion in
billion in

$250

Bahamas.

,w

j

hree months after the world
'woke up to one of the worst
famines in history, food started
to^ reach hundreds of thousands of
Somalis. Estimates of the dead range
from 100,000 to half a million, but no
one knows just how many have perished

Horn of Africa nation. The central
Bay region of the country has been
most affected. It served as the main
in the

battleground for clans fighting for
supremacy. Central Somalia is where
the international community has
concentrated its relief efforts.

<

Derel{jHuey

Philosophy

(Pino

Jacobs

Psychology

C Colby Jensen
English

60
%obert Johnson

Economics
^18 October 1992. Spain's southern coastline has become 'Europe 's latest "front line " against

3rd world migration.

%asshia Jones

'Michael Karger

Anthropology

Psychology

'Kelly

%aulfuss

Sociology

Lee

'Kellogg

Sociology
'The voter turn

out

is

a sign that Americans have become invigorated by the Presidential

race.

1992 October 19

•

#20

Christine 'Kimbrough

Margaret %ing

Shannon IQnnie

Anthropology

(Psychology

(Psychology/German

Jeffrey XCine II

Rebecca Xpvac

Qlenn<Kroll

Latin American Studies

Mathematical Sciences

"Economics

October 1992.

A

defense agency examines 5,000 photos of dead Americans from Vietnam to clear up their fate.

yvette statute

Psychology

A

'White

House document shows 'Bush endorsed plans

to conceal

an

initiative

mounted toward

Iran.

1992 October 21

•

McCann

Matthew McQozuan

iCena Meier

Psychology

'Economics

Sociology

(David Melchione

"Wendy Meltzer

Sociology

'Psychology

Coleen

Qrady Miars
Environmental Studies/Economics

64
Christina Mitchell

Sociology

%22

October 1992.

Scientists increased the

immune

defenses of nine

lymphoma patients

zitith

a vaccine made from each paient's cancer.

Ityan ^Hannah,
9{eil Cohen,

%evin garrison, (Dan

Qirge, Tete Scott,

at the Chi

Matt Scales,

(Psi

and%p6ert frost

Christmas

'Party.

'Photo By %gbert hartley.

(Donna Mollis
Politics

'Wendy Moore

Vincent Mortreu^

Layna Mosley

Spanish

International 'Relations

International Illations

Columbia roared aloft on a mission to deploy a $4 million

satellite

and inaugurate a new kind of booster

rocket.

1992 October 23

•

Hillary, and daughter
Chelsea Clinton stand in
the
midst
of
the
Democratic National Convention

^

ill,

^\

New York's Madison Square
Garden. In an emotional address
in

to the convention,

Clinton told

delegates he accepted the
nomination "in the name of all the
people who do the work, pay the
taxes, raise the kids and play by
the rules-the hard-working
Americans who make up our
forgotten middle class."

A
"^5^

n

election night,

many

gathered at the Student
Center where up-to-theminute election results were being
broadcast.
CNN was projected
onto the large screen in the middle
of the Student Center, while ABC,
CBS, and NBC each had monitors
to the side. Friends gathered to
cheer on their favorite candidate.

66

A
"•gJF

ill

Clinton turned out an impressive version

of Heartbreak Hotel" with Arsenio Hall's

house band, the Posse, in the musical
opening of "The Arsenio Hall Show". Hall said of
the presidential hopeful's talent on the saxophone,
"It's good to see a Democrat blowing something
other than the election."

^

eorge

Bush and Dan Quayle roused the

^5|P GOP delegates to cheers at the Republican
National Convention as they accepted their
parly's nominations for a second term.

Bush

struck a new defiant tone in his acceptance speecha marked contrast to the 1988 oration in which he
promised a "kinder and gentler nation." Bush
vowed to go to "every corner of this nation" in the
political fight of his life to beat Bill Clinton and
"clear out the deadwood" in Congress.

*n

May, H. Ross Perot was a potential
president; in August, he wasn't. Eleven
weeks to the day after he abandoned plans

he had concluded he could not win,
the Texas billionaire was reintroduced to
presidential politics. As he rejoined the race, Perot
said he was running to win. The Perot Factor
caused a great impact in the race, even though he
never left third place.
to run, saying

67

/I

%24

'Daniel 0\[gdeau

%ebecca 9{annen

yung tyjuyen

Sociology

Theater Arts

(Biology

October 1992. tonight you got an

e7(tra hour,

courtesy of the return to standard time.

£2$

€&

\

'%gltins is goodfor the mind,

but bad

for the liver"

—(Dan Qirse

Monica Oring
Psychology

r

DeSra Tap-pas

%ari Pappas

Psychology

Sociology

'Elementary 'Education

Mary Pelham

Jorge Perez

Oieather Peroni

Psychology

Elementary Education

Environmental Studies

Julie Osmansfci

"The "Toronto "Blue

Jays zuin the

'92

World Series By

Seating the Atlanta Braves.

1992 October

25%

(Marshall Phillips

(Dennis Plane

Qretchen Pollom

'Economics

Politics

(Biology

Annabelle %eed

Jennifer %eicher

'Environmental Studies

(Politics

Amy

Trice

Creative Art

"Once you have
realty love Upllins,

teamed to
you have

tolerate

and begin

to

to leave!"

-Maria £. Martinez

70
Tina (Renes

Area Studies

%26

October 1992.

'Perot

said he dropped out in July after hearing the 'Bush campaign was scheming to disrupt his daughters wedding.

Kappa and Iheta
birthdays.
'Diuinell,

celebrate 21st

Lata Petrosky, Suzie

Kathy Corrao, Lee

'Kellogg,

Amy (Desvernine, Lisa Larsen, Stacey
Siteros,

and 'Betsy

'Barksdale.

'Photo

by Kathy Corrao.

Kenneth %hea

Kuan %gse

Curtis Sanders

french/Politics

Sociology

Sociology

Christopher Sanger

Julie Scar

Bryan Schaffner

Politics

'Elementary 'Education

Politics

Preparing for their separation, the Czech

and Slovak republics agreed on

a Blueprint for customs

and foreign

currencies.

1992 October 27

Virginia Seidler

(David Shepard

Stella Skpdnik^

Psychology

'Economics

biology

Melissa Smith

John Sullivan

English

English

Let

(Deirdre

Thanslq

Creative 5\rt

Wong and Chris 9dande' at

the Student

government Senate

fytreat. Photo by Jo Wellman.

72

%Z8

October 1992.

(Desperate people gather each

day at the United 9{ations building

in

Sarajeno to plead for help in escaping the

city.

"When

Ifirst came to Rollins, I had the idea that

I zvouldonly Be here for one year. Well, I don't thinks

that idea even tasted through Orientation.
classes,

Small

a beautiful campus, and close friends-no

much and asks so little.

other college offers so

I don

t

thinlythat I will ever be able to forget Rollins— it has

given so much to me.

"

-(Dal 'Walton
(Derel<i

Thurston

'Economics

Elizabeth ligett

Ihomasa Tompkins

Christopher Tonra

Art history

English

history

Jennifer Tufford

Tim VanLaere

Joshua Vandernoot

Sociology

Economics

Area Studies

The

last

Russian combat troops stationed

in

Poland pulled out

today, ending a presence

of political domination.

1992 October 29

•

%ebecca

Vomer

'English

M.

'Dal 'Walton

International Relations

#30

%gbert "Wilson

Louis Woessner

'Biology

'Economics

October 1992.

The

J.'D.ft.

approved 'Depo- fProvera, an

injectable contraceptive that prevents

TaulVlasic
Politics

Robert Wasfiict

Economics

Lee

Wong

Sociology
pregnancy for three months.

Lambros Xethalis
'Environmental Studies

Wendy yonfa

Leigh Zanoioski

Psychology

'Biology

350 years

after the

%oman

Catholic Church

condemned

Qalileo,

Tope John (Paul II

is

poised to rectify a ivrong. 1992 October 31

•

MMMMMMMMMMMMHMMMMMMMMMMMXMMKKMMMMKKHHMaCMKKMMMMMMMHMMKHMMMMMHMMKHMKKMMKMHMMMMKM:

1993
77

r

'Jeffery !Abar

'Hampden, MJA
Christina

Apathy

TLngieivood,

hartley ftrgo

JL

Seffner,

(Mathan 'Baxter (Ft.
Lauderdale, (FL

Joseph Beck^

OOi

WestervUfe,

Stephanie Bothvueii
Ttarien

,

CI

"Kiel^Briggs

Zephyrhiiis,

JL

Melissa (Brown
(Denver,

CO

Cjinger (Bryant

"Winter Tark^ <JL

lan Butter
Meehanvitfe,

9&

Cheffa Courington
M6ertvitfe,

3 on Covin
<Dattas, <TX

%

1 (tybvemSer 1992.

class of

1994

Peter Crockett
Wellesley,

MA

Anna Cruz
Chattanooga, 7tA£

John Curtis
fort Myers,

JL

"Todd "Davenport
Ciearivater, "JL

Carlos "Dayao

"Winter "Park, "JL

Veronica "De

La 'Torre

Quaynabo,

"Donald Dorto

Maitland,
"Katie

JL

"Edwards

Sarasota, "JL

Lynda "Ehle
"Birmingham,

AL

Qeorge "Ll-%ahi
Orlando, "JL
Chris Qilbert

Miami, "JL
Leslie Qnadinger
Louisville,
*3

HQ/

rm
79

1992 November 2

•

3 9{gvem6er 1992.

'Election

Eve- 'President 'Bush or Qovener Clinton.

Caroline "Jutch
Ocaia,

JL

"Philip

Hale

Orlando, "JL

Holly Hazv.orth
"Winter Qarden, "JL

Qrace Hernandez
Orlando, "JL

Qeojjrey Higgins
Concord,

MA

'Brian Mill
Bristol,

<B£

Cfirisjon

Hill

.

CasselBerry, "JL
"Tara Hively

"Richmond,

Jay Hsiao
Marietta,

"Peter

San

QR

Hyde

"Diego,

C&

"Elaine %elpien

Coconut Creek^ "JL
Christine "Kjmbrough

Orlando, "JL

"Marc "Klein
(
york
L "]^J
Heather "^linger

"Hezv

-

t

m
no,

J

1

"Winter Springs, "JL

Sean %lotzbach
"Edison, "J^J

81

Clinton captures the "Presidency with a huge electoral margin. 1992 "November 4%

"Ricty Lacle

Aruba, (Dutch 'West Indies

Amir Ladan
Oviedo,

fL

Andrea Latina
"West "Warwick,

%I

"Donald Leblond
"Hashua, "HJi

Miguel Lewis
Miami,

JL

Amy Marinari
"Trenton, 9{J

Qrheme Marshall
J'

Amanda Mathews
"Nashville, "T9t

Jennifer McCormack^
Clearwater, "JL

Lisa

Meehan

Atlanta,

QA

Cameron Melvin
Qreenville, 9s[£

Alc^a Motley
Alexander,

9&

John Myers
"Jullerton,

CA

(

Thuy- (Tran "Nguyen
Orlando, "JL

Van "Nguyen
Altamonte Springs, "JL

5 November 1992. Perot

's

strong showing raises questions on

what might have been and might

be.

l(

O Donne[[

<Patric(<i

M<D

Chevy Chase,
%achei Onto

fL

"Kissimme,
'Erie "Page

VT

9{grth Oiero,

9\(icholas

Panagalqs

Talm Harbor,

fL

Tracy Perkins
9{aptes,

%aren

fL

(Pierson

<Bdk Qiade,

fL

94ichaei Qiieggi
0\[apfes,

fL

Anthony !%ich

CI

Stamford,

Scott %pgers
ftradenton,

fL

barren %othschitd

Tulm

'Harbor,

fL

Susan %oss
Jork^ <PA

(Dunedin,

fL

Tama Sebastian
Long-wood,

fL

Jennifer Schaefer

Cape

Coral,

fL

Teter Scott
"Weston,

'Aides

of Clinton predict that he

uritf issue

MA

a whirCunnd of e?(ecutive orders during his first days in office to prove his character. 1992

83

9{pvemher69

Salomon Siegel
'Buffdo,

9&

Miza Stiver
Maitland,

a

JL

(Douglas Sinclair

Davit,

fL

Qayna Skidmore
Cocoa,

fL

Donna Smatfiers
Jacksonville,

JL

^Michael Spitzmiller

Vero-Qeach, <JL

•

7 'November 1992. 'The government fifed its first lawsuit under the

new Americans with 'Disabilities Act.

John Steele
Slle?(andria, IO\C

9{icole Sullivan

"Wilton,

CT

%eith Sivaggart
(Darien,

CT

JeliT^jTejada

JAltamonte Springs, J-L
Scott Thayer

Minneapolis, CM^C

Paul Tzvyford
Orlando,

fL

of 1994

class

(Daniel Voccia II

Westhampton,

Scarlett

Watts

!Aitamonte,

%rissy

JL

Wegman

Cincinnati, O'Jf

Vaut'White (Davis
!Apopka,

JL

Sarah Wiley
Tenafly,

Jon

Wood

(hdorgantoivn,

WV

Witt Wright

Winter (Park, <JL
Joshua Wull^an
Washington, (DC
(Patricia

young

QiSsonia,

9 (hlgvember 1992. Leaders

calling for

Qermany

to unite to

combat

neo-9\[azi violence at a 'Berlin rally.

1995

class of

Elizabeth Angers

"RedBanki <H3

Megan Baldwin
Qriffin,

i

"Kyle

QM

Ban

Interlaken, 9{J

Lucrecia Blair
Springfield,

MSi

TterekfBoorn
Pittsburgh,

<£%.

Michelle Boszvell

Madeira Beach,

JL

Alicia Bullen

"Kobe Sound,

*

JL

Jane Burley

4

Xeivbury,

9$4

Hrrifcan Burse

Salem, $JJ
I

^yler Carlson

Westport,

MA

Scott Carlton

Mr

Springfield,

MO

Peter Cerrato
Suffield,

CI

1992 November

10%

Scott Chaisson
9\[eiu

Canaan,

CI

%aren Chapman

Sherwood forest, M(D
John Cheivning
Oviedo,

7L

9{eil Cohen

MA

Jramingham,

Stephanie Cohen

Hollywood,

JL

Christopher Curtis

Longwood,

Lisa (Deconinicf^
Cheshire,

CT

Melissa (Dent
'Baltimore,

M<D

Julie <De <£ue

Sarasota,

JL

Travis Dickson

TA

%enjreu),

JrankjDi Qiovanni

JL

Sarasota,

'Trey Tickles

Murjreesboro, 7IA£

%obert 'Emerson
Jiingham,

MA

Htyan fitzpatricf^
Worcester,

MA

Sally Jleischmann

Tampa,

%

JL

11 9{ovem6er 1992. Marking the lOtfi anniversary of the 'Wail of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. It

controversy but has since been a dealing influence.

was born

in

Colleen "Jleharty

Mount

Clemens,

Ml

Jesse ^ortner

Orlando, "JL

Melissa franklin
Sebring, "JL

"Peter

freeman

South Hamilton, MSi
Charles Qallagher
»

Orlando, "JL

Scott Qould
"Euclid,

"Jran

OH

Cj rosso

"Boston,

CT

Jody Qreenstein
Clifton, 9{J
"lorstein

Hagen

Casselberry, "JL

J

Susan Harp
Holly Hillock, "JL
"Jrantesha Henderson

Hendersonville, 71A£

"David Herzog
"Providence,

"Kelly

%1

Hicks

"Elizabethtozun, "KjJ

Monica Hunsader
Amherst,

9{H

"Byron Hurst,

^

Orlando, "JL

President (BitfCtinton said fie zuoutd rescind the Defense 'Department 's San on ftomose^uaCs in uniform. 1992 9{ovember 12

#

'Bet ft Janice

fL

South (Daytona,

Jessica Jensen
Seattle,

Cjtenn

(

W%

Johnson

Weston,

CT

Manila Johnson

fL

fern Tark^

%achei Jones
fort Myers,

El

fL

Michael %err
%io *De Janeiro, Brazil

Jieather %erst

fL

Lake Mary,

Mark^Lanza

|HBb
is

CaCdiuett,

90

Jason Lemanslqi

Avon,

CT

Matthew Levy
Qreenzvich,

CT

Brool^Loope
'•n

Makaivao, Oil

\

Bethany Mattison
Concord,

V

M!A

Ben McLane
Concord,

MA

Matt McLean
9{aples,

fL

4

W

JohnMeis
90

U3 9{pvember 1992. A

Sussex 9{J

national survey of sexual behavior found that a sizable number of hetroseTQial Americans weren't taking AfflS seriously.

ii

Manuel Mendoza
Miami,

JL

Melissa Morton

Lake

forest,

IL

Qarnet 9{avratil
Oiollyivood,

Jon

fL

0\[es6it

9{ezu Canaan,
Julie

CT

9{euSaum

Valrico,

TL

Henry 9Jguyen

JL

St. Petersburg,

Lori Olmsted
Concord,

MA

Ma\Pailet
9{ezv Orleans,

LA

%ebecca Palmore
Piano, (JX

Cynthia Pascual
St. Peters Berg,

JL

Jen Patin

Winnetka,IL

Hunter Payne
Louisville,

(

KHy

%afael Perez
St. Augustine, *JL

Sfiazun Pis tor

Manowille,

PA

Angela Pizon
"Winter Park, <JL
i

& prescription drug that reduces a recovering alcoholic s craving appeared to show promise of preventing alcoholism relapses.

1992 9\[pvemher

1

4%

"Kris ten

Quimlan

Alexandria, "VA

Luciana %aad
Harrington, "RJ
"Kimberly "Heed

Stuart, "JL

Robert

"Rice

Tampa, "JL
Margieric "Rivera

Tmuzlas,

(

1*R,

Andrew "Roman
Indiatantic, "JL

Qina "Romero
JQssimme, "JL

Jaime "Rpque
Sanford,

JL

Amanda "Rutherford
"Pittsburgh,

PA

Scott Sampsel
"Winter Park^
"Douglas

JL

Satzman

"Bethesda,

MD

% DuffSaw
9{ew Canaan,

CI

Shannon Schmidt

Menomonee

Jails,

"Wl

%eri Sengbusch

"Milwaukee, "Wl
Jolie Sester

92

"Melbourne,

%15 9{pvember 1992.

'The

war in

JL

Liberia threatens to engulf other nations as troops from neighboring <W. African countries fight rebelforces there.

Lisa Shenker
J"T.

Lauderdale,

JL

Cathy Siier
Stone Mountain,

QUA.

Linda Sitef^
"Poivay,

Qillian

Smith

"Ridgefield,

CI

Jennifer Smith

JL

"Winter "Park^
Jessica Smith
Jacksonville,

JL

"Matt Smith
"Bethel "Parf^ <PA

"Briana Solomon
Seffner,

JL

"Richard Sorenson
11/

Stuart,
In.

11

JL

I

Julie Soule
"Key "West, "JL

Seana Staley
"fort "Wayne, I9si

,

Cathy Stuaffer
Coral Springs, "JL

Anne Stone
"Belmont,

Luke

"MA

"Taylor

"Last Quagueo,

Marianne

Lake

The

US. Army opened a

"Taylor

"Worth,

JL

mobile hospital in Zagreb to provide emergency care for 20,000 Z1.9(. troops in regions of Croatia. 1992 9{pvember 16

•

class of

1995

Mikell Tha^ton
Charleston,

SC

l^icoLe 'Trigo
9{aiples,

7L

'Ruth Trono
'Kissimmee,

fL

Julian Vincze

Maitland,

JL

Peyton Waggener
Atlanta,
'Kurt Wells
'Evansville,

Johanna Weiss
Orlando,

JL

James Wiberg
9\[assau,
J.

ft

'Bahamas

Snow Wildsmith

Atlantic (Beach,

JL

'Richard Wilkinson

Qermantozun, TC\C

%

17 Jigvember 1992.

motorist.

Two police

officers in 'Detroit

were charged with second- degree murder in the Seating death of a

1996

class of

Samuel Adams

M<D

'Baltimore,

Caryn Addabbo

?L

Orlando,

Mike Addison
Altamonte Springs,

V

JL

Titus Agee

9&

Jonkers,

Carl Albrecht
<Mezvton, <£A

Lauren Albert
<Plainfield, 9s£j

Amanda Anstine
Jorki "PA
Jennifer Arcidiacono
Orlando,
9\Qkplas

fL

Arthur -'Wong

Orlando,

JL

Stephen Arthur -'Wong
Orlando,

JL

Ofeather Baker
St, Louis,

MO

Josh Bank^
c

Chevy Chase,

A federal appeals court field that %, Hh(pn must be compensatedfor the
<

M<D

government's seizure of his "White

tapes

of the 'Watergate

recordings.

9-louse

papers

1992 9{pvemher

and

18%

'

ennifer

Gannon

Salem, 9{0<

MattBekgjf
'Wood-bridge,

Clifton

CT

Benham

Locust Valley, l^f

Brittany (Bennett
Tallahassee,

JL

Brad Bensinger

Ml

Qaylord,

Chris Bentien
>

Brookville,

9^f

—

'Mary Bergman-'Kridler

Aguanga,
HQisten Bergquist

Mc Lean,
Sharon Beville
Temple Terrace,

TL

%ara Birbrozver

9&

Croton-OLudson,

Michele Bishop

Ml

'Jarmington,

Me^Boaf^es

TL

Sarasota,

'Elizabeth Bolduc

'West Bridgezuater,

M!A

Michael Bonavita
Lynnfield,

MJZ

Ethan Boone
96

Middletozun,

9 19 November 1992.

CT

9&<I0 agreed to

enforce a

United Rations backed naval blockage

to tighten the trade

embargo against Jugoslavia.

Curtis Boufqiight
ft. Lauderdale,

fL

Brenha

<Daniela

Caroline Briggle
"Dallas,

IX

Sarah Brokaw

fL

Oviedo,

•>

Rbigale Brozun
Leesburg,

fL

Jeffrey 'Brunette
ft *

m

Southhampton, MSI

m
Diane Bundschu
Cape May,

C\£j

Michael (Burke
Barrington,

%1

Stephane Byrd

fL

Orlando,

fenton Campbell
%enosha, <Wl
Q.T. Campell

Swarthmore, 251
Julia Carey
Brookline,

Qeraldine Carroll

San Juan,

^

Leigh Carter

Miami,

fL

9{grima Carter
Orlando,

Photographs by

the,

!HubbCe Space Telescope have shozim a view of a huge disf^ that maybe a bCacf^ hoCe.

fL

1992 9{pvember 20

•

i #K"

,'..

'

"*'

-

; .\ .•

Peter Castiglione

Pompano

J-L

'Beach,

Alejandro Castro

fL

Orlando,

Claudia Cdlini
Springfield

IL

William Chen

Avon Parf^ JL
%gbyn Chezvning

fL

Oviedo,

Lori Child

7L

Maitland,

tMelamie Chiles

Pembroke, 9vlA

Qinna Christensen
'Bermuda 'Run, 9s(£

Marie Chuy

JL

Lincoln Tarf^

<
Mark^Cohen

Omaha, 9^L
J.C. Conlin

AL

'Birmingham,

Sean Connolly
'Last Sandzuieh,

MA
5:

Doug

A*,a

-i

Corrigan

Cutchogue,

Jeff Cratty

forestdale, MA
98

»

Jennifer Crawford

Orlando,

21 9\(pvember 1992.

JL

SI fire

swept through a part of 'Windsor Castle, causing expensive damage.

Chris top her Crowley
<

"Vero "Beach, "JL

'Mary Cruse
'Houston, "XX

Pamela Cutrone
Orlando, "JL

Jeffrey "Dattilo

Clearwater, "JL
"Nicole

"Depalma

'Winter Park,

JL

sin

Cheryl "Deutsch

JL

Miami,

"Mairym (Diaz

Winter Park^

JL

"Kim "Dodson

Orlando,

JL

"Desiree "Dones

Palm

JL

Coast,

Jennifer "Duggan

Columbus, 09-1
'Eric "Lckert

Atlanta,

Amy

§M

"Eisinger

Potomac, "M"D

"Eileen Jai?c

Pittsburgh,

PA

"Brooke "Jaunt

Portland,

01^

"Barbara feller
"Richterswil,

The fire that stmckjWindsor CastCe appeared to have cCaimeda handful of art

zvorf^.

99

Switerzerland

1992 l^pvember 22

•

Lori fensin

Wl

Milwaukee,

William Jiordalis

Shaker Jdeights, OOi
'Xutfiie

foster

J'airfield,

CT

Amelia Jozule
9{assau,

Bahamas
Jeff

VA

Lynchburg,

Jennifer Jrankel

9&

Vatchogue,

Charles freeman 11/
(Darien,

CT

(David Cj alehouse
LeTQngton,
Stefanie

MA

Qammill

Atlanta,

QA

Jen Qarcia

%ey

'Biscayne,

TL

leather Qarrett
Ocoee,

fL

Elizabeth Qoodier
iS/etu Orleans,

LA

Jennifer Qonzalez

Orlando,

TL

Catherine Qray
9{pkpmis,

JL

Jim Qraziano
100

•

Lake

'Mary,

JL

23 November 1992. Americans

than pay

hif\h prices in the

US.

living near the

Mexican Border cross

the border for medical care rather

Angus Quberman
Princeton, 9{J

f

Sam

Cjustas

Jt. Lauderdale, "JL
(Daniel Hall

Jort "Wayne, I9£

1

1

"Bridget

Hallman

Oyster Bay,
"Tricia

9&

Hallman

League

City, "IX

"Hayes "Hamilton

Atlanta,

QA

Jocelyn Hamilton

^

Stratford,

"Ml

"Brooke

CT

Hammerling

Harrison, "}&"

%ebecca Hammock^
J

Alt amonte Springs,

1

Alisa

JL

Hardy

"Pembroke, "Bermuda

A"

Jennifer Harris

l
"Port St. Lucie, "JL

*

Alyssa Hart
1

{PLLEGE

Oranjestad,

"Mark^

Aruba

Hatch

Lake Qeneva, "Wl
Alexandra Haughaboc
fort "Walton "Beach,

JL

April Hausfeld
Cincinnati,

"Three people

of "Turkish nationality were

OH

killed by a firebomb in Qermany's violence against foreigners.

%upert Odenagulph
'Devonshire, 'Bermuda

'Edwin Oden drills en
Zeist, 9{etherlands

Emily Oiersh
'BoTcboro,

MR

Lesfie Odickey
'Danville,

3£T

Danny 'Jdilva
forest City,

JL

Stacy Oioitsma
Caldwell, <MJ

Qregory 'Howe

Mtamonte Springs, fL
'Ldiuard 'Molt

'Birmingham, 2LL

Sarah

'Jiuin

Efland,

9&
«/»/

Amanda Humphreys
!Apo Ae,

9&

Laura lantuono
'Mount Vernon,

9&

Tarassa Innamorato

Daytona

'Beach,

•25 9{pvem6er 1992.

fL

The Michigan House voted to make assisting

'Kevorkian helpedgravely

ill people kill

themsleves.

in a suicide

a felony after 'Dr. Jack.

Catherine Jennings
'Dallas,

IX

Marco Jimenez
Miami,

JL

Mutsuf^p %aneda
Qreenville,

9{C
Jon %ananjian
Medford,

MM

'Patric^'Kelly

Mmherst,

MM

(Dan %empinger

Coral Springs,
'Kimberly

JL

%etchow

Atlantic Highlands, 9{J
%elly %lesius
St. Petersburg,

fL

'Tim %ghrig

Tfaytona 'Beach,
'Tony
Crete,

JL

%gnkgl
IL

%enneth %gvacs
'West Yarmouth,

(Doctors have repaired brain

damage by implanting

MM

in patients the brain tissue from abortedfetuses.

1992

9{pvember 26

•

j3

member of the %giiins Outdoor

Club enjoys yet another fishing

trip.

Qrayson 'WUds, Jennifer Wamfioff

T

Suzanna Qraham, and (Dere/^Oftfms
enjoy their fait semester at sea.

•

27 9{pvember 1992. Queen

"Elizabeth II mitt voCuntariCy

pay ta^on her -private income.

^ Sophomore Melissa (Dent and Junior
Jennifer 'Wade.

V(L

to

$0 Louise cWoessner

)

'Peter Seott,

Qrady Miars, (David ZeUer, and Chris

Sameth Chi Psi Spring 'Weekend, 1992
,

Maria Lao

Miance, O'H

iWiffiam

Lawrence

Louisviiie,

r

K[f

%usseii Leidich
'Winter Park^

7L
105

Senator 'Pacl^wood, accnssedof malting se^Qial advances towards women, said he would seef^heCp for His drinking problem. 1992 9\[pvember 28

•

%29 l^ovember 1992.

Pete Leopardi
Trenton, 9{J

Cary Lewis

Vaim

^Beach,

JL

Laurie Levy

White

'The

day after a failed coup

Plains,

9&

in Venezuela, a helicopter fired on the presidential palace leading to gunfire

through the capital.

"

"(During

my first weef^at Rollins,

I

thought I would wait a while before
getting involved in certain activities.
(But

when

I started joining different

organizations, I realized that the next

four years are going to go by quickly not
to get involved right from the start.
-Shellie Olszewski,

first-year student

1111
1

A

ffeiv yorkjjzts defensive

end (Dennis <Byrd paralyzed his

I

I

p

&

Cozuer

body by crashing into a teammate. 1992 9{pvember 30

•

•

1

'December 1992 France

would he placed under

and Qermany assured their yffiTO partners

the "operational

command

'.

that their plannedjoint army corps

(Photos by

"Erin

Andres fibril.

McCormack^

Skancatdts, 9^y
Trlkn

McCoy

(Brentwood, 7IA£

Sarah WCcCjann
Syringfidd, IL
Tfrezu

McQuirc

9(ezuton,

CT
109

Amy fisher was sentenced to 5 to 15 years in shooting Mary Jo 'Buttafuoco,
was

the wife

of the man she says

her lover. 1992 December

2%

Mike Mc%ee
!Akron,

OOd

%ara Mc9{amara
Winter Park,
Oioffy

JL

Meehan

Cotuit,

MA

%tic Mefanson

Vero ^each,
Cfaire

Mefvin

Qreenviffe,

(Maria

JL
9{£

Mercado

Winter Tarf^

JL

(Tina Miericke

Orlando,

JL

(

Bryan Miffer

9{gbfesviffe,

19^

%utcher Miffer
(Memphis, 7IA£

Jennifer Mitcheff

Coral Qabfes,

JL

Scott Mitcheff
(Tampa, (JL

Wiffiam

Boca

Mont aft os
(J{aton,

• 3 (December 1992.

JL

(Discovery, carrying

mission for the (pentagon.

an

intelligence sateffite,

soared into orbit on the fast secret shuttfe

j

"Danief Muffigan

Mahopac, 9^f

Qregory Muffins
Orfando,

fL

Anne Myers
"Winter Haven,

JL

Christine "Hg-R-Jook^

JL

"Pfantation,

Zlyen "Hguy
Orfando,

JL

Ofai "Nguyen

Winter Park, <JL

Ognen "Hikgfovski

ft

Memphis
"Kimberfy

"Js[i^

Stone Mountain, Q!A
Jessica O\[pcerino

"Hgrth "Haven,

CI

a

(Dawn 9(pyes
Winter

"Parf^

"JL

Christopher 9{utt
JZftamonte Springs,
"Kate

Ogden

"Kissimmee, "JL

"The

US.

fL
n

sends 28,000 troops toSomafia to protect the defivery of aid to the miffions of starving

Carrie Oliver

Overton, 9{J
Shellie Olszewski

JL
(

Lake Mary,

Shelly Ozarl^
<Vero "Beach, "JL

Amber (Parsell
Charleston,

SC

Scott "Payne

%anakee, IL
"Thomas

"Pecf^

Coral Qables,

JL

Aaron

"Pepe

"Waterville,

ML

Amy "Percy
Auburn,
Davenie

Sands

"Petta

(Point,

Matt

9&
9^y

"Pfohl

"Delray "Beach, "JL

Laurie "Plemons
Orlando,

JL

1

Jiolly "Poehlmann

Sanibel,

JL
.<>/J

Leslie "Poole

Qarden

City, 9{J

Jordan "Pouzzner
Collinsville,

CT

"Paige "Prentiss
"Dallas, "IX

112
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•

5 (December 1992. In

response to a shotgun attacf^and

two stabbings within school walls,

Philadelphia issued metal dectectors to all the city 's high schools.

Jennifer (Preston

JL

Lake Mary,

Laura

Trice

"West Yarmouth,

%obin

MA

<Ptak^

MA

Odouatonic,

Pamela Pushkin

JL

(Boca %aton,
Sili

%ecio

Orlando,

JL

Jay %ezualt
"Warwick^ (Bermuda
1,

9{icole 9{itcfiay

Sherborn,

MA

Jim Robertson

MA

"Wellesley,

%elly %gbinson
traverse City,

Ml

Sabine %got
Jork, <PA°
"Peter

%psato

Memphis,

7IA£

Lolimarta %gs

Brandon, "JL

%gbin %gse
"Palm Coast,

JL

"Whitney %gsenberg

!

Alexandria,
"Terri

VA

%otte

"Winter Springs, "JL

Relief workers in Somalia tried to move 400 tons offood, But were thwarted when warlords did not

guarantee them safe passage. 1992 "Deeember 6

•

(Dana 9{pyce

Cedar Qrove, 9{j
%achel<Rudloff

JL

Indialantic,

9(icliSanzo
Skaneateles,

Michelle Saulnier

Cherry

Oiill,

9{J

Adam Sayler
<De

Land, <JL

Thomas Scanlan
MtleBoro,

MJL

Michele Scfiiaffo
CasselBerry, *JL

QrcgSelkge
Boston,

MA

"Edmund Sergeant

JL

Altamonte Springs,

Shannon Shea
"Portsmouth,

9&

Chris Sheehan
Chesire,

CT

Sharon Shepherdson
Ale?(andria,

VA

9{pah Sigman
'Winter Vark, <JL
Cayli S faugh te r

'Met aire,

LA

'Donna Smathers
Jacksonville,

JL

Christine, Smilari

Tenafly, 9{J

Cathy Sniegocki
"Pompano

"Beach,

JL

%achelle Sora

JL

Apopka,

"Wesley S orens on

CT

Oiartford,

Tiffany Spallone

Vero

"Beach, <JL

"Debra Springer

JL

Orlando,

Laura Staff
South Yarmouth,

MA

"Kimberly Stanbro

Annapolis, OK(D

"Ed Stanton

South Orange, 9{j

9(ancy Stegmiiier

Columbus, OOi

Qary Stewart
york, "PA

Andrea Stochton
Orlando, "JL
!

"Kimberly Stoia

Amherst,

"MA

.»

Maris a Stubbs

San

"Diego,

CA

Chris Student
"Westport,

1
At

[east

200 people

were, killed in "Bombay, India as

Muslim-Hindu

CT

riots rage.

1992 December 8

115

#

Angela Sucich

JL

Spring Plaza,

Wendy Sivanson
'Bethesda,

M*D

David 'Taylor

JL

Miami,

Christina Toro

JL

Orlando,

9-(ao 'Iran

'Richmond, VfA
9{ghi Iran

JL

Orlando,

'Kitt 'Iran

JL

Atlantic Beach,
....

Laural Tripp

La Belle, JL
Stephan Zllicny
Amherst,

C

H0<

Aimee Urquiaga
Miami,

JL

(David Watts

Summit,

9\jJ

Shannon Webster
Tavares,

fL

Dorit Weikert

Carolyn Wheeler
Tozuaco,

'Edgar Willard

Winter Oiaven, f.L

•

9 December 1992. US. forces landed in

helicopters to secure the airport

operation to deliver food to the starving ofSomalia.

and port,

leading a military relief

G
Upbyn

'Williams

JL

Spring Plaza,

Thayer 'Williamson
'Dallas,

TX

De Slnne

'Wingate

Charlotte,

9{C

Qary 'Winkler

CT

'Bloomfield,

Suzy Wong
Oranjested, !Aruba

Jennifer

Worth

A

(Des 'Moines, I

'Peggy

H/u

Hewlett,

9&

'Eduardo yanez

San Juan, 1%^
Chad yeager
Naples,

JL

Jennifer young
Titusville,

JL

Joseph Zaffarese
'Bernardsville, 0\(J

Shannon

Zzuick^

fort Myers,

class of

JL

199
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Prince Charles

and Princess Diana have agreed to seperate

after 11 years as

husband and unfe.

1992 December

10%

WESi&EWrmL

lift,

1993
119

Matt

Arneborg,, (Bob (Betes

(Dan brooks

(social)

Jon Chartson
Chip Quticki Todd Hilbers

Todd 9{grman, Qavin Qhips
Chriffo Sanger; d^urt
(Brett

% 11 'December 1992.
famine,

kilting,

Thompson,

Spew

(Da?c Viassis

Qunmen have terrorized a town at the epicenter of the
looting, and -preventing relief agencies from feeding the hungry.

V

4

il
mm

"

I Jordan Snider, bequeath the following things:

to (D'£^£!?C

2!^l/^5TOlA^ / leave one day without a eouch, pot-pourri for

<

willingness to dive for the basketball the

way he fights for the

a

his guests,

andfear of

remote eontrol,

me.

(PPlIWS I leave my study

to

habits,

some standards, a magnifying

mirror,

and an

open invitation to some day be his vice president again.
to <Pft.UL

S^L9{Z>

I leave a skateboard, something to do before sunset,

and a place

other

than room 33 to spend 90% of his walking hours.
to

<
I leave
%l(R3^9{ftLL(Ly

a 'Kjrkto 'English dictionary, a portable phone to make him

look^as important as he thinks h&
to

i$>

and somebody

to listen to

him flap.

(
9^JA^K%fB%P W9^l leave a room with windows on both sides, staight

doubles partner {one that

won make IS
't

unforced errors),

and a sweater that

legs,

a real

he cannot tuck^

in.

to

9^1 TMcCjO W%ytI leave the word no.

to

VlMVWbCLWnRE I leave

to

to

(

t

Dft cVkE

<

WOLf I leave a better work^ethic and excused absences from ftflO meetings.

M 20 WL%$

JI (

tennis etiquette.

(

(

I leave a

new bar and a new sorority.

OQI Hl%PLO cVS%l I leave a copy of the Star Spangled banner.
(
to J09^Q0L DJ!A^B I leave a somebody to make his decisions for him.
to H&ZD QOHyZACl leave one of my T-shirts.
c
to <RO<D
ELZ(L9tI leave my nickname.
to TE<D ffl&D I leave a last name.
to MJA%C KP BI9{ I leave a place in "Hanging Loose in an Uptight World.
to
y cKE^Tl9{g I leave a day of sobriety.
<

to

(

M
(

(

<

<

(

j

^M

<

to

Tfc^% LWh(£>'Ry7 leave somebody as faithful and loyal as Old glory.
j

JftMES JLfBICtfEtKI leave a real rap and driving lessons.
r
to SttnSE B E9{CE I leave slides of his 21st birthday.
to 0(PLLI9\IJ) TESTIS I leave real uniforms and warm up suits.
to %QLLl<H$ ftAS'K&TBALL I leave the tennis budget.
to 3 I'M "BEmd I leave my liver.
to

(

<

122

•

12 'December 1992.

A storm packing gusts up to 90 mph andfieavy rains struckj}{eiu yorkjnetro region.

124

•

13 (December 1992

125

1992 CDecemSer

14%

(LtoKj

"Karen "Peed,

"Ruth Mleckp, %gbbianne

Mackin, Jennifer 'Wade,
Michelle fowler, Meredith

%gmy OLefner,
Drozsdal, Meghan

Carlisle,

!Abby

Jordan. Photo By Laura
Brainard.

Ml

Jims®
Pledge Class of 1992.

Photo By Laura

"Brainard.

Omega
(L to

<R)

Melissa P)ent
Allison Michau?c

Jennifer Candee

Monica OLunsader.
Photo by Laura
Brainard.
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A

((Bottom-L to

H(]

Tara Stadelmann, 9degan Haldivin, Jessica Zimmerman, Sophia Zetterland, Liz

Qoldhirsch{top), Caroline futchitop).

Photo by Laura 'Brainard.

Chi Omega

A Chi Omega's 1992 Halloween Crush Tarty at the Parley Hotel, Florida.

Photo by %gbert Hartley.

16 December 1992. The I%$ proposed that people with terminal illness should be allowed to

collect insurance benefits ta?cfree

j

le

IFBltt: Is Freddie a good player? MLCj9{%9\[: Quit your whiening--a sob story once
is

enough.

We

C5VRQL:

SWPSCTI ES>:
(

Is

hear you

naked tag

re

hookin' in the well-it's a long walk^home.

a sport?

really

W: Can you

that in your pok^

and smoke

LIZ: What

between you and%eedo? Probably just a

have a

seTcy

is it

spangled J -string?

6 lond with flamingos on

you were into
is

when

What

the

the fire

"J's"

is

S>J%%?LH

it.

5l

B B5l:

(

(

your lawn?

Oiablas Ingles, chica?

ftT)%I5&fyfa:

SUZ^N^E: What

walking on

it,

but...

(

really zvant to

What

OLhheeeyyy moocher!

funnel Qoddess--what

don't

else

9~low do you like his doo?

J7£J3iA£A££:

Cy*D:

do you use

ViAO^LSS^

you do? Practice zvhat you preach,

your favorite kind of grass?

is

know

Our fallen Southern

We know you
ST&CEy:
(Belle.

avoid

J'ou are to

%5¥II<L:

We

're

of fighting for your time!

tired

S02(H.0M0R!LS:
(

<

(

The future

makes Chi Omega so

PL E DQrES: We
(

I%ACy:

(

Cole?

0.%.,

What we

thought

Indecent exposure can get you arrested.

old to play on the monkey bars.

(

this

c
<
LLLfE:
do you zvant nozv? JvllCOi

%OMy:

honey.

collect call. ..or does he also

c

c

that contraption for?

put

count them on two hands?

%OrB BI E: When is it true love? We

going to but out of
(

<

(Did the psychic say you 'd always be a bleach

but fell in love zuith baseball.

c

MT$$fDIcIH: So

"Weil asf^T.?.

(

"Inspiration

special!

is

in

your hands.

it

and maintain what

(Sind no more stripper pranks'!!)

are so lucky to have

Weekjn

Odold on to

you

in Chi

the fall and with Initiation!

We

love you!

Omega! Qood luck, during

We 11 miss you all!

Chi Omega

A 'Melissa %gder, Maria Jishman, Amanda Jacobson,

A

Laura

Laura

(Brainard.

Photo by %gbert

^Hartley.

Qretchen Fernandez, {Mifette "Webber, Cassie %gwe,
(Brainard, "Ruthie "Thompson. 'Photo by
^

OQistie Schorer.

US. named Pres. Slobodan

Milsevic

and others of Serbia

as possible

war criminals who should be

tried.

^

1992 (December

1

7%

A ChrisJohnson, (Derel^JPyne, J3fe^ fyichd, James 'Wibtrg, Judd Qaskin, Jtlv^
Ttjada, Htyan 9-Canna.

•

(Photo by %gbtrt OdartCey.

18 'December 1992. Israel eiqpels 400 Palestinians from occupied lands and transports them backto Lebanon

Chi

A FduClejada and Dave Zetter.
%

19 'December 1992.

(Pres. -elect

Clinton said that

<£si

Photo By !Andrts fAbriL

wife,, Miliary, is

welcomed as political adviser in

his Administration.

"

Hooker Hall is

where. Chi 'Phi fraternity resides so

left, "feet" you willfind.

If you turn

If you turn right there

9{pw

"'Kurt

is

"Higgins has gone
"

come through

If you don't watch out

and fruity."

'Kurt's the goaly

andfound a girl, no

he's

O^pw
There

let's
is

go

and Little

Across the hall there

down

'We venture

Then peer across

Down

is

Bro, the Stain.

"

All I have

a real Chi Psi brother, that

the hall,

on the

say

my man

is

it

'Bahamian named "fames'

it's just

who

"Seed,

"

like

t

change they remain the same.

him

the "Swine" putting

at first

offriends.

will he glory.

things don

there

left you'llfind "frost" putting on a show, but

the hall, but don't be alarmed,

the hall is the

is

to

are the best

see "Ian."

11

upstairs to our second story. 'Don't open the door or

"flipper

inside!

you from Behind.

and fruity s just fruity.

and they

If you look^around you

to the first floor s end.

and see what's

the front door

he'llget

never drunk^and we never see him hurl.

Across the hall is "Worf and 'Pig Pen." They drink,together

Then we come

"

wantedPhi

is

no other.

when frosty post up

its time to go.

on that IdassHole charm.

Delt,

we

questioned him

and wondered if he needed

help.

man we

9{e7(t

door you step, there

Then

across the hall you 11find "Lindsey."

9{e?(t to

him

On we go
Out

is

the

call "Toph, " every

"'Will the Thrill you'll see, he's just

Wither,

to do; he's

and never

into a

drunked

"oof.

never in his room cause he's with some Phi 9du.

thrilled me.

fat Ken." The loudest and most obno^dous of the crew. 'But then give any man twenty

to "Big

the door

weekend he turns

He knows not what

we go

to the quietest in the place.

There

is

John

He always

Curtis.

beers

and they

will be too.

has a smile on his face.

On we go to the bacf^of our fortress, where your first encounter is "Steg."
He made a decision to leave the team and now has returnedfrom the dead.
Across the hall is "fuzzy" Zeller, and this is true, hes a partying S-O.B. and always has a chew.
tyxt to Zeller in the joining room is "'Big Lou." He gets messed up on the weekends, but can't wait to see his chick^at fS-11.
Slipping out the door and across the hall, you'llfind "Butler." A man w/ a lot of balls. He's a scrappy mother and he is able. Qive him
a chance and he will drinkjyou under the table. Down the hall we walk.and you 'll run into "Digger. He Pig Pen s friend (but who
"

's

wouldfigure).
Across from here

is

"Qreen, Lanza,

"

and Homey. Lanza's sick^on

the quitar.

"

Qreen

is

last at the

bar

and Homey welds

the si?c

pointed star.

Up

to the thirdfloor,

way shady
"'Wolfe"

left,

you 11find "Sameth and
"

came from 'Ward with something

Across the

way

Trek^across
is

the

"Shady.

"

Sameth can pound a

ball like a beer

is

11find Chaser,

He

the "Crabby" one.

is

campus and into Ward. This

"Daddy," "Qoluf," "fatty,

"

to prove,

and up

and

there

and we

crabby, but
is

are glad he

made

the move.

you will manage. 'But with
it's

all in fun.

where you'llfind the men

"Big l^eil."

the best cave he has not taken full advantage.

who

bare the swords.

They party and dominate

the first floor,

and that's

But

as an %.A., they have brother Kevin. "Who puts aside his duties once the clock^chimes eleven.

Out

the doors

appear

quiet,

Onyou'llgo
9{e7(t

door

Then

there

and to
but

we

to the

we have
is

Di?cie

'Elizabeth

we go, where you 11find men who put on

all know he

's

room of "Caputo -and what asmokey mess. He's
"

"Lacle."

He's just as

andCecere,

the real deal.

a show. There you willfind our

man

"9{pcky.

"

He may

cocky-

bad as Joe, but

whom we

never really

in his

see.

the

%.A. of the place, but

who would have guessed.

own sort of way.

They have

In the hall of 9{£M is Judd, the brother of a thousand names.

We

to set

allget

up camp elsewhere. This

a kick,out of his and

Then off-campus toSpankys we roam. It is here with Kelly he has set up home,
finally, to the 11.% we go. Where you'llfind our long lost brother, we know only

'Bitterly

and Qrady has gotten

this year.

In the troll den, you

There

and on

as

is

nothing

"'Beenie's"

new

to me.

reindeer games.

"O.

divided over their future, voters, in what remains of Jugoslavia, voiced opinions today. 1992 'December 20

•

i 21

(December 1992.

An aCumnus has donated $50 mil

to

John Hopkins

11.,

one of the largest donations in American higher

"Ed.

<3

<3

i

A (Top Lto1{j Andrea Latina, %ari kappas, Allison Mechem, 'Danni Tlayloc,
Jeau?c (Broum, Christine Journ&r.

A

(Photo by (Robert 'Hartley.

%ari kappas, Sarah 'Pavao, %ari Hodges,

Tammy

'Diamond. (Photo by

%gbert Hartley.

Jk. first

Annual Croquet

Tarty, September 21, 1991. (Photo by Robert

Hartley.

22 (December 1992. Slobodan

(Miloservic, a militant nationalist,

claimed victory in his re-election as

(Pres.

of Serbia.

from

the Seniors

DOMAKAMA

^

of Kappa Alpha Theta, we (eave

"Black.Stallion

'

you...

BEHK^ED^- more

late night incense

and a slice of chocolate

Burning sessions

MELISSA "Julie McCoy" BROWJ^ Do you perfer a 'Vance in your pants, or is Cess more?
LISA "get me otta here" BUSHUEff- A Phi Delt chapter at your next shcoot. 9(IC0LE "Blue Cheese"
CIRJUTO- 'Enjoy some yeast within your Seer. LISA "LD22" DEC09[I9{CK We hope SWA® comes up
with some now colors Because you're running out. We hope Hubert is Hump -free'. 9{IC0LE "Dicknose"
cake, to satisfy.

DOSE- A sweeter Brown-ie

V

A new shower
cap for flips with Phipps. KELLIE "give Me Diamonds or Qive Me David" QAKD9(ER: A zoom tens and
the, address to playgirl. %lM "Smakin Balls" QLISKER: if you couldjust stay single till your Carters wear
out... CHRISTIO^E "Jirehouse HA11CK A portable John to keep you on campus. K^ELLff "ThinkTheta,
He eat anything. KAKJ "Is so very" KAfPLAD^ A 'Bishop for your
ThinkJKelly" HlCK$- Mikey tikes
chestboard and a buddy for your bar babble. CI^D/ "Or is it Amy" KAKJLOI^EC- A hotline to Dear Abby
and a man you can stand. ALHDKEA "Schwingl" LATI'XA- A new Lou to 'Woo you. CA!BJ9{A "China Doll"
to satisfy

your muffins.

EMlLJ

"

Kernel Hellgirl" EMERSO^C-

"

it.

i

LEESOC\[:

j||

Owl eyes were

'll

now it

on you but

progressiveness did not happen progressively.
^cover for your peephole.
the firebox-

AMy "Sauce

Me MADIQAJ^ 'your state of
"

MAKJ9(AKJ- A copy of 'atel Attraction and a
A dam for you babbling brook^and insurance for

"

"

"J-

MEEHAH^
"Schwa Schwa" 9^ UE^CHWA9(pER: A bearskin for your bootie and a

LISA

CHRISTI9(E

endangered too. JE9( "Qoatee

is

"Oh

my QOD!"

(

Remy-dfor your crush. SUZA9^E "Littlest Juanita" 9(1COLOST Boxing gloves and eight rounds with
Qobbie. A9pi "1-4 PAXT09(- A skeleton key to Chi Psi andATO and a rocf^on the Walf^ofShame.
"

SUSA9( "Sig Ep Prep POLAND- Mix and match garanimals for two. MELA9(IE
"

-

"'Willpower"

POWELL-

The D.P.A. Presidency, candlelight Jazollis for two, the bottom bunk^andyou own Mariachi bandfor sleeping
through. 9[A^(py"Ruffn-Tuff "RI1/IERE- A boyfriend with brain cells bigger than his ? ELIZABETH "Brass
Polish"

ROSS-

A loyal date, friend,

mate,

and someone

ALEXIS

to consumate.

"ChiPsi" SAVAQE-Please turn

SHA9(A "Casio Keyborad" SPAK- One Willie 9(elson bandana and a big bad Wolfe to
blow your house down. SA!RAH "ByOB STORy- A case of beer and a Rpllins partycard. KAfTlE "I think,!
have Balls" WlLS09(: A bookjor all your memories andstonger Pyne for your bed. MA$Cf "Tatoo loo"

your frown upside down.

"

W0RTHE9( We leave ourselves a date with your father andfor you,
Shake"

n-

DIAM09(p- A

ticket to the 'Bartender's

Ball if you're

another night with Malibu.

Dunn

TAMl

'"Steak:

with Phi Delt. CAKJ' Schmokin

HODQES- A date with ChuckjE. Cheese and hiking boots to climb your Hill- enmeyer. KATRI9(A "Double
Dutch Jumprope REED- A white glove to do that test and call blockjrom Stefan. AMJ "Sybil!" R£<y9(pLDS- A
"

VALEIRAS- Some Theta
data and a homing device for that man who wilt treat you nice. AISfS09( "Red Velvet VALLA9^I E- Another
hat for your head and s tocsin AT&T. WE9(py "I Hate Rehearsal!" WEISS- A twelve step program for your
nasal spray and a lead in the play. MAD^Dff "I Dealt Phi Delt" WHETSALL- Carla's Little Black!Book.and a
Radical change in diet. CHRIS "Rushin Rebel' TABORCjA- Epcot Center free passes and a Kennedy who is less
beer to get

you talkjn and platform shoes

to get

you walkin. 9dAKJSEL

"'Rico

Suave

"

t

" <

'

controversial.

The Seniors of Kappa Alpha Iheta would like
9(iagra, Croc,

Club

to thank^the following:

Dexter s, Harpers,Shili,

Clicks, Seaside,

El

% (not the Mill), 4th Tighter, Jeroz, Qreg, Pauline (we love you!), Staci-Ann and Res. Life,

Evelyn and David at Marriott, Dr.

O Sullivan, ATO, Alpha Chi,

Chi

Psi,

Phi Delt, Sig Ep, X-Club, and of course

Pan. Hel.

To

all our

Iheta

sisters,

friends are friends forever. Though

it's

hard to

let

you go,

in the sisters

hands we

know a

lifetime

is

not too

long to live as friends.

Theta love always,
Caela, Book, em, Tori "fing" Boyle,

Sap, Qabe, Rallie, Becca, Meg,

I.

JoJo, Broadhead, Dare, Larissa, Desvernini, Carla One, fount, Claud, Cat,

Pap Smear, SHP, Sweet Jane, Rynal, Dara Honey,

S. released to the Chinese Military

,

frizz, Apes.

equipment in storage since the Tiananmen Square

killings in 1989.

1992 December 23

•

#24

(December 1992. Pres. -elect Clinton names Zoe (Bawd , first

woman elected, for frit.

Qenera

BETSy BAflJQt'DALE:

"Our flirty birdie,

won

through your soul, jumping off cliffs

CA^R^AO:

We

Andrew a

We

leave

you

your presidential duties, you find relief on the

In the past you've been a (Bada

the big apple.

AfA^B HA!H370Rf):

Alabama running

JOHHl (KATHy

do but enjoy the sun, cool drinks, and even more soundproof bed-

to

(

whirl.

you've got bells in your tars, sweet dome

relinguish

't

you a week^of nothing

SUSIE. DWI9^ELL:

room.

give

leave

"

but

Qirl,

now

time to

it's

After years of experience at hitting home runs, she's taking her time

and sipping some 'Brandy. LEE K^ELLOQ: Lowe and behold! you'll go a long way, and may you forever in your
jammies stay. LIZZI'E (Lizmeister) (KI'NQ: After four years with Curt, there is no dirt... if only you lived on campus so we knew what was really U(P! LISA LA^S^Hl Last of the lied Hot mammas... %eep indeoring those men,
question the last chance! JEO^Qf LfEQQ: We leave you the key to the closet that holds all of the things
r
MOOK£:
you've lost in college. CHRIS Py MILLE%1 you putted your way on to the wagon.

we

but

CLA%A BELLE

psycho skjtso

Who

exactly

(Kappa)

We

lover.
is

leave

you a hearing aid so you can tune

M0%QA9{:

The Key

your heart

to

your loud and abnoxjous attitude.

Tagg you've met a Christian

and a

strait neck,

'Before

in the

lies

a long walki back,

under the Matt.

We

leave

C

C94RJS TI9{A

well.

you a session with a

clean slate.

shrink^ to control

dancing on a varnished dance floor, strap on your dance shoes, and drink^your
thinks before

'PEQQy WEBS^K: Out
(DAyh(A

unless your buds are kind.

hard

(the die

MA%LI (MafDog) 0'B%IE9{: After you upChucked from playing too much
son. LALA (La luke Marmaduke) PEI^OSKy: We leave you a small head

STACEy (%uhe) SOTI^HOS: We know you
it's

we wish you

under your spell? With all your Club/'Delt dilemas,

and a

to everyone 's conversations

it

you jump

in the Zaeh, so

we

with the old and in with the young.

WOLfE: We

leave

leave

MlL%

you a new car because

A goodguy is hard to find

you a pack^of smokes, an once offat, and an Etch O'

Sketch to make your Mark,

BETSy A9iQE%$:

'Does he

make you Levitate? On

you grow veggies with Kjrk^but boy

(DapQ

Qet off the horse andget on Kpb.

Caesar.

VWlAH BLA(h(CHAKp: How do

hope for a high
mattress.

score.

you get off on

LOUISE BA3&0LL:

to be surprised

9{0ELLE BITHE%1

BEKQ:

the door, at the Croc Club

you going

are

ice? -cuz.

hand me downs fit? ALICIA

those

We

the dance floor.

SHAD^O^BWR^:

visit

'Ho needfor a main course

leave

from Burt. 9{JC0LE

when you have a

BULLED

you a can of Wilson tennis

BU%LEy: Blond and bucksome, flirt

JA9{IE

when you get a

you've related with

Let your hair down and take some

We

your days away.
tips

from your

big

sis.

you said "Dickey out
balls

leave

and with

you

it,

the right size

%A^E3i

CH%PMA9{: you finally cleaned out the birdcage. JULIA CU(D(DlHy frequent flyer miles
HA9{Cy'(Del FE%CIO: Where do we begin... 'Do you hate me? CHATA (CLAM) (DICKSO^
<

to see JiiCes.

feeling a breeze

We missss you! KA1E QILLETT:
you 11 never go back, to Joysy boys after you've tasted Italian Sausage. ALLISON Q'R^EWELL: Hatt Lanta here
we come! LEAH QKOHE: I 'm not free anymore. Ad\£pKE,A HAMLPMj Between chasing Squirrels and Irish

from behind let

men

it

's

the

(

We

problem.

D%.fbi the

a wonder you had time for the

leave

you

lots offle?(ible times!

But now we hear you have a Maine

(h[pble one.

squeeze.

SHAfJ\j9{P(hi

HAKRISOH A column in the Sandspur to rag on people, and a subscription to the Enquirer, the only
one she doesn't have. ALEESE HA^MA^: Wha'dya get on your pizza? Be real to Beal but watch out for
those Hurricanes in the Qulf! HOLLy HlQHflELfD: My your breasts have grown, you kissing bandit, with your
(ShanfDog)

CHKISTIO^E H0LDE9{: We

easy course load-Our sweet Kentucky fried girl.
bottle

of Tylenolfor your mornings with Kamsey.

who

loves to kiss guys
leave

piss.

you more afternoons

XATLtty XALKKl

and climb up

that maple

K^Aff' Meet
leave

We

PAIQE JEC\(J)E9{: you

heard playing on clay was great.

ELI

KfLSSLE/K:

w/the phone company

you a big fatty and a thumb

to

ride

We

leave

• 25 "December 1992.

We

home.

it

gets H(usty.

wild, southern, priss

who

SUE JAJ&ETT: We

bed all day! JESSICA JE9^E9\[:

(Daisy days

and

have a heart bigger than Te?(as and a tolerance to match.

AfM^E KEEBLE,:

(Don't be afraid to drop

your chaps

ran out of brie-head to 'Kentucky to get some. KtRJSI

pay for your International call

dancing shoes to boot. Secure your anchors

McCOy-.

Lock, the door before

in the loft... must be nice to stay in

tree.

you a jug of water and a

OiOLLy HOLLI'HQSWO'S^H: you

AMA9^DA H0K9&:

cheezy ways will keep you free.

leave

to the older

HEATHER McCO0\(9^ELL:

away from

the Huskies

man. JE(hiMcB (RAIfKl

1:15 at Harper's with crazy

and find yourself a

Bishop.

We

legs

and

CAD^DICE

you a welcome mat and a key at the door.

(Pres.

Bush gave pardons

to

6 Reagan Admin,

officals

accused of wrongdoing in the Iran- Contra

affair.

R3fLItE <Mtf{A9d: Jou need some time

r

tucker

it

up on

you

like

the field.

c

that

so

on the

the beach,

much?

We

'HEI DI !M01^T09{:

LI9&A ODOM: Jou played a lot
salute

you and leave you a man

tight,

leave

SMnrt: When Jimmy

c

c

visits,

(

(

copies

the

on

about hot dogs

an amateur playing

the court hut

to roll

right

is it

up and beat off

breaker."

"the

CD. LO%I OL MS VBD: We
<

(

K^EfK^I O'O^LIL L: Sifter you walked down shady Lane,

LA%A

especially in

We

it

T0'VE (R09{0: 'Bahama 'Mama dance

MA9^py %lSL Ly: Qood night, sleep
r
neck, warmer apparel. DIA9\[A RU D0L P9{: Are you still

town without your other

c

ace

of the Sandspur

those long ski weekends.

KEA THL I^SMlLfLy:
<

J E9\i9dELI: 'What

of bad tunes but finally found the

we Iwave you a wild night on
and don't let randon boys bite

running after <Rpss?

(

(

you 100

CA$y McWlHO^TE^j

to stop giving.
(

r <
J E9si9dO B KAy: you're an

zoith long hair.

made us wonder what you did on
queen,

got

stairs, in the fridge, at the pool...

they're so Qrossl

r

to yourself, you've

(

half.

<

(

leave your boyfriend glow -in-the- dark, condoms.

CATtty

(

where can he find you, 206 or 202? !H'EAT!H'E1lSW0 Kp: %eep doing the

C0U<Rg3&y TttOMPSO^(: So many

yEO^WAfA&fOff: Devine early times
until it was time to take out the Walsh. CATOiTRlO^E WEI'B'EL: A%A cBOOT-%eep it under wraps or spaz
with%az. Q%AyS09i^WlL (DS: (Back, on campus, you're still rocking the boat. SA%A Wl£JLy. Sweet and
Smiley-with the boys you don't act shyly. B KJ E WlLLTfT: Come on and spill it.
Charlston.

(

(

(

men, so

little time.

(

To reduce deaths by high speed chases, police department nation wide are clamping

down on such

chases.

1992 December 26%

|

IHf
(Lto$J Amy

Curran,

»*

Mary

Carmody, 'Peggy %odrtgicz, Kjistin
QuinCin. (Photo by 'Monica Oring.

^5"

^

iP/wto

/n/

Monica

Oring.
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i

•

27 (December 1992.

v

A US.f-16 shot ciozim an Iraqi zvarpCane after Iraqijets breached a zone in southern Irag

A (L

to 'KjStacey Coriey,

Stephanie

ftothioett, Carter Qrey.

Tkoto by 'Monica Oring.
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#
I

28 (December 1992. The State of "Washington

is

scheduled to fett'WestCy MCan (Doddin what

ivouidBe the nation's first hanging in nearCy 3 decades.
hi

JZLLFEL. the kissing 6 audit...
your

fiat

oh

guy who

my QOD,

ALICE-

too

off...

bad "Denver

doesn't have a girlfriend!

nothing happened...

tfLAT9<L%?
(

afifififi...

on but <2L (LRS (L take your Soots

Afb&tjE... LaScama...

once, a

so,

you cau leave

JEAD^L...
is

not in

thing you're an

[ike?

WUhQyy... maybe

<} LA...

T%AS^i... enough said.

"FET^A good

Jou

<Rigfit on,

FLCjQy...I

(

ED

<

major...

^{ISTE9{... no due... ALEXA...you got your singte after a year, finally, noiv
meet a Rollins guy I

CATO-fy... "We're going to dress

sivear,

you up and send you

to see

try to

QOD...

KJM... you should be using your valadine for food...STEV'HA9{lE...309^9{l9{g for
a

ring...

(MA!Ry... shower with a friend, save water...

week? SO-tELLy...
CAH^VE%,.. y

shadow

tu?...

knows...

no, that's not the

bathroom

AA(p%EA...you know,

(BETS IE...

he's

how old?...

ne7(t

door neighbors,

may

Thanks for four years on

we

door...

STACy.. como

the walls are paper thin...

relief

ten's

the

a crowd...

Ward is!

really appreciate you.

Sally,

the fire escape always remain open.
the

te llamas...

T<RACy.~ only

T%ISHlA... two's company,

(
<
}{E.... pop, pop, Jitz, Jitz, oh what a
K${ISTI

Special Thanks... to Lisa,

LIDDy... national no utensil

good luck
To

to

you!

To our

(Phi (Delta Theta...

Mayflower!
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Alabama Qovenor Quy (Hunt, whose finances have been under investigation for more
than a year, was indited on 13 felony charges. 1992 December 29

•

.

A Carter Wilson in

A

(Lto%)

azue. (Photo

Carter "Wilson,

By (Marshall (Philips.

Judd Lando, Qtenn Johnson.

(Photo 6y

Marshall (Philips

•

30 (DecemSer 1992.

Zl.

S.

and (Russia

agree on atomic arms pact slashing arsenals

and the

risk^of attack

(Lto%) Marshall Phillips, Erich Mtaba,
Levin,

and Jeremy fernandes.

• 31 December 1992.

Sifter 9

missing, 1.5 million homeless,

J. Q. %gbxlotti,

'Photo by %gbert Hartley.

months of fighting, at

feast

150,000 people are dead or

and scores of tozvns destroyed in Jugoslavia.

%gss

A

(Ltofl] Marshall (Phillips, Holly Hollingszvorth, John

Sullivan, (Dana "Wolfe. "Photo by %gbert 'Hartley.

Czecholovaf^ia divided into tzuo countries,

zuitfi

5.2 million residents in Slovakia

and 10.

3 million in the Czech Republic. 1993 January

1

•

A

(L to %} Lizette 1{uiz, 'Karen Pierce, Julieette Qaron, Jen Qriffith,

'Wendy Jonfa. 'Photo by %gbert Hartley.
•4

(Lto1{} Ulanca

'Duffy, (Deanna

1992 Spring
Phi

H^uiz, Itena Meier,

Hansen, Jen

'formal.

Qriffith.

Marli Martinez,

Tammy

Photo Sy Robert

"Hartley.

Photo By %gbert Hartley.

Mu andm'O mQjBash,

1991. Photo by Robert Hartley.

m
Juiette

Qason and

'Bridgette %ellner.

Photo by %gbert Hartley.
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2 January 1993. Alabama beats Miami, 34-13,

in the

Sugar Bowlfor

the

'HCAA Rational football title.
m

•
(

3 January 1993. The discovery of a 4,300 year oldfigure suggests that the horse played an

more crucial rote in the

rise

of ancient empires of the Middle

"East than scholars

had thought.

earCiei

(

(D E^(9{Sl- "'What do

you

see from that balcony

anyway? MJVRJSl- "Crankit up and party
you

are at

TSVMl-

"

"Let's

VL%PHjCft-

<

Thawc]"

rain-

you

Phi Mu.
c

<

play in the

"Light

are great!" I9{§(RJ(D- "Hope

on-

up the night-

you get those

flowers soon." JTSSICft- "Paint the fence-

Wendy -San!" SUSJW£you.

"

QlLLHADi:

my head up.

SWJ^C'
QlLLHAJi:

"

"

tike the

"

QILLIWl-

TlO\(^i- "Quess

Steadman somewhere out

there.

"

Mu in

"

I lifted

u)ho called me?"

Too many men, too

(Don't worry, there

Phi

"Can I hear ---window?"

I met a guy.

"

"I

little time..."

must be a Michael
WttVBQf- Thankjjou for

being the best suite mate in the world,

you 11 make a

great lawyer. (BTfFH- ft gift certificate to Victorias
Secret

and a

ticket to

San

(Diego.

(

%L09{IQZl E- Thanf^

you for all of your hard worf^ (B$JP)g E(T- Congrad<

and best of luck.
I love you! (DT,M9$\Q%"WorkSt, 'Miss Thing!'" %W%E9iP.- "9{g more P. M. S."
MSVRJft- It's hard to believe we survived allfour years.
ulations

•

•

(DT,!W@{&- See you on Broadway!

J7£fA6 "What's

a Qruff

anyway? M5VRJ.&- "your presence overwhelms me- -too
bad I'm Pack^Man Queen! See you
worry Vero-- you 11get

and her mystery man.
Whose

VE KP(MjC^i-

that Australian

r

(

man

to Italy- -somehow!

you sure you didn

again? Have fun going

at (Border! (Don 't
<

(

J liLl L-!A9^i
"

't

loose

down

your car?" (/(J^EC^-

under!

c

c

J llLl L-!A!J^9i:

"(The

only cowgirl at Jotc.

(PfdMu
153

President (Bush andyeltsin signed a landmarktreaty in

Moscow

that calls for their countries to

eliminate almost three-quarters of their nuclear warheads by year 2003. 1993 January 4

•

1

Sigma (Phi

^

1

(L to%) %eith Swaggart,

(Drew Stepefa Qrafiam
MarsheC, (Darreff Mfieri.

154

•

5 January 1993. Iraq has moved surface-

to- air missiCes

south of the

32nd parettet in southern

Iraq,

where

US. planes

patrol

•

6 January 1993.

An oil tanker ran aground, spitting crude

atong the coast of 'Europe's targest

ivitdtife cotonies.

Sigma Phi
r
Senior

JOSH HEALP):

B[urBs

the ugly dumbling!!!, J. P.:

'

MIKE

fat Soy,

BA!KTA:

this,

'Rednecl^ enough said,

your beeper #? 'How was that

Who

that hot

is

brown

Castle,

%appa? Oh,

SO'REHSOH

Guerilla

it's

bagger, briar snatch

Wonder

law? CHRJSTEHSP-Hj
yet?

"Hellish

-BUy-US

Winnie, closet

Collins,

on the graveyard
fears,

What

Marian

7

1

the fishermen,

is

(sorry),

puller,

shift,

the personality

Ice,

weigh her

What's

Ambervision,

of the week?,

won go down,
't

BOORHE:

QRAMMA:

Kjg

back, the pounds,
'Putt's brother-in-

find

Revive with Vivian, Hi RICK!!!,

JUHjOR:

Hector,

My

Porsche

red

is

Anook^with a hook, follower it Sig-Ep leader

90210, Vanilla

get any

Squirrel,

'Ramesey's wallet

MllHSOH

Joelb, P)aaa...,
it,

and my

RETZf:

Braa, Loddage cheese,

Meathead Slater, Seen my formal date? CABOT:

MULLIQAHj

SWAQQAKT:

It doesn't

'RAMSEf: Holden

MlLLERj

dollar straker, Qoing, Qoing.... Anyone?

a drink?

THAXTOHl

"BETZOLP)" P)AHDU%AHP):

P)AHHl

overweight jockey, Keebles wabble but they

CAfX: I

,

Boa, she ivas a hog,

'Week? 'Winer, Tears for Queers, COLLlHS'- Endrogenous pat,

Soberson, social drinker

Munsoon, seven

we know Smithers, and your not even close,
Whomobray knows, QUIP)0: X- small Hanes,

believe me,

War-none, "The Blac^Jro's

"Mr. All- American, 'HOT!!!, 'Bartender (fired?),

redder than

'EpsiCon

balls are blue,

Mr, Average,

BKAHpOHs

at zero, Stacy from rags to Richard,

HJBBLEK: Jagpire, house beers?
I'll sign'. Rpwe vs. 'Davis, Sorry, didn
mean to hurt your feelings, HOKHj Rollins + Mad Dog=
rhea,
rhea,
rhea.
When
and/or what are you ejecting? JKEHCHy: Raaa,
Marines, SLlMERj
raaa,daaa,haaa,raaa,aah. I'CCjvt it! By the way, your scissors sucki P.J.: Hs Miller time in Brown's
in,

220

is

plenty, a ton

of fun, Woodteeth,

(

't

Brie to the duckettes in the brainyard, B>EVO: look, who cullen down the rhode, dirt
T-BOHE: you 're missed, love you kid, PUTT: Shrinky dink/ love in a yellow vader, no hard
stuff-just Miller, COOPER: tried to hide me in the brainyard, drunf^365-24-7 at Hotel Cannon,
WOOPrf: Wood have been a loser, but went Sig-Ep, 'BLAHCHAKp: Hide the jules, 'Eskimo, fudge

shadow feeding

's

bag, jigilo,

finger, chicks dig

it,

What's the story Payne

in the ass?

COLfB^: Pam..Stop, Judge- half point,

KA but MIA, living in green Castle with a ROC hard on, BlH^EJ: Bahama Mama,
yummy mummy, PufuKpw: That Qrandma Perfume sure does Stinka, Jane's addiction...
Hot, Trenchie play me a Melaniell, SMITHERS: why did Holcomb take a hot rod down the rhode,
BoBo the clown, viv-a-la poser, LA%$: fat jay, fat lay, How come you didn't sinkjy our Peter, son? CURTIS:
(DeJOHHi

not

Jrakenstein,

Kingaling dingaling! J-Term?/ Hot in Jamaica.
ten grams to a quarter, if there's grass
thepinkj. Is

Birdgoing?

Hp

on the

ESCOBAR

infield,

play

ball,

green beamer or blue Saab,

P)IRT}'BIRP): Loves

he can't come! Jizz in time for Crabs,

to drink^but can't sin

'QIFf: Hallucinations led to

Hew Orleans 1992, still not foolin' anyone, lost the Rowel, BETZOLP): Where did you get
those genes? 'BKOWH too many f Chromosones, hockey helmet, short bus, corky, wino, drink^a beer you
skirt, eye-twitch, ear hair, Conan+ Hustler Humor = Identity, LACHLAHj four first trip with some distance,
SCHWARTZ: you talk^too much.. Seaside, whale you never spout enough!, BIQ P): Paizan, goomba,
deffacation! !

I'M not

human

only a client, I'm the president,

\jray,

Weekend adventure, but

Carla won, a touch ofgrey with the

CAHHPHBALL: dumped his Shnookies for college's old cookies, Scott free in

Son, fat, drunki

and stupid is no way

to go through

M.I.A.: McQuirki Bunky, T-Bone, Horn, J.Lee,

the red sea

life.

C McClain, Junior, Butera, Divinyls, P). Maclean.

Missed lots, but nver forgtten!!

Special Thanks: P)elt Pledges
alumni, Rollins 5.0 (Hawaii)

'92,

Chi-Psi, Club, roadtrips,

and all the

Special 'Hp Thanks: Ke^Beaeh,

BfOB,

Thaddeus andPolly, the Red P)oor Society,

bars.

Party Monitors, and bad drunks.

Jrat boys of January 93 always bleed purple and redfor

it

was

us that put you

way ahead.. .Qood

1

57

'Riddance!

Dizzy

CiCCespie, the

trumpet player whose

role as

a founding father of modern jazz, died today at age

75.

1993 January

7%

TAU %WF£A 'E P5IL09i
(

•

8 January 1993.

A TL.V.A. report states that tobacco smoke, caused lung cancer that killed about 3,000 nonsmokers last year.

fraters,

%!WE

will live forever in our hearts. They said it couldn't be done, but time has

proventhem wrong. The power

L rDQ L-%eep
c

<

is

in the bond.

yiTB.

%. happy- -remember that the edge of the world is outside your door.

ZOO^E'Ec !Ajob at fast! Maybe the degree to follow --Class of 2000 ait the way! V.- Which
way to Rollins Street- -SHB here we come--235= fat dps. C^l^E^MJA^ House of (Dave is
catting- -future profession is at

hand- -no hairy armpits in America. Q'EO'HQT,- Watch out

for the smiley face on your door and the psycho sandy

some new glasses for Chanukah?
Chevy-

(Elks,

bucks

and broken

TiyP- Hack^attack^with

beast.

1 semester= three hours,

Pl^ffO-

can

J7(B;

we buy you

of course. (BZHJs&OC^ aka

machines... keep the Tennessee

dream

alive,

mountain man.

S^!A9^ydude you were this closet Its spic and sp anytime When will your life get easy? STUM(Pgrowth hormone 100% all the way.. Lets go crazy with it. WOODy- religion andse^dont
mv^-we enjoy your friends andfamily at our feeding frenzies HOO(PS- aka weak^
the entomologist degree;

%eep your lizard in

the cage.

.

.

ankles... plastic

sheets

make

surgeons

the bed.

and tattoo

What (F---

artists

that!

make

the heart grow stronger.

The (Butt (Bongo fiesta

live

on

C0%(PS(E-9{ew

tape.

S^K^KO^X-

QOMLIi: V(P2, keep
your hands on your (BO(BO and stop looking at the other women. TWT/ETTy- Look-out for
the flag pole, remember the wine tasting and keep the books and the beer flowing. Q%1(kt&CL- treasure your bat and other deadly weapons and remembert who deserves their
abuse. Simon, where s my drarwrings? TATTOO-When did you get here anyway? Prince
and Wilson forever! CLem. (M.- Strange women and late night phone calls. 'Headline
"Roommate Qoes Crazy --Where's my desk?
What's up kid?

•

0\[e\t

time you're in the refigerator you lose your arm.

9 January 1993. Seven -people were found shot

to

death at a fast food restaurant in a middle class Chicago suburb.

Qltdgc Saturday January 23, 1993

1993 January 10

9

TOM WAH^^E^-

wake up buddy,

B KPO%S BISOLOT

(

(

"(jerry

heartbreaks hotel sucks

and room 204 has

hugs.

Curf- Mrs. bracks wants your resume dean hoy.

'What resume?
AfNJO'R^E'W

ALLT,^- you

"(Deft"

opera (itening

Tut on a

sissy.

T-shirt

C

JAK^E snake one punch WA(RT>6th member of the

SQUI^ELL-

Tab

food

eating, hoat riding,

and get read

the hear that

is still

a cuh. 'Drinkjip Jake, the

5.

another half naked Mass-hole with a (Mgpolean complex

Cheese- you brought

C^KTE'R:

wearing, epqiensive

tie

new

D fB.
( (

<

definiation to

'Why does

it

hurt

when

you pee?

QW&QVK. short
remember us

QWR$JTy-

term

It's

6 months?

in

LAM'B'KQS ZTLLTfA- meatday comes
deliver more

TO0\Q{Atell

Qonna

I'm

tell

(Dummy

"-

you something but you've got

I've already

"Shut up.

else..."

"Big

once a month but Mayflower says you

ten.

"(Dude,

anyone

TLVADiS

of

been a great four years but will you

heard

this stroy

to promise not to

one hundred times."

'Banned from smoking, hooks a ball and

it's

lost in the

fields forever.

LAME-

I

heard their easy down under but

tough for Southern Comfort-

still to

(Drink^ up!

VLQAS-

Oiow's your semester abroad in Tennesse.

%ewrite that

letter just

one

more time!
t

%E-'RU9{: "All for

nothing.

"

Landfishing for the fat ones and they're all

missing!

MO%Q^L

Male (DfB"- Shower, shave your

backj.

brush your teeth,

and stand

erect.

you should have

TKTl/]/0%: (Do you really have straight blond hair?

taken the

car.

TACITIC- Johns Addictions got him lost
LfEfL "Seagull"

LUKE-

Can

in the gutter.

MAHi^Ey- Taking out of 'Brits

I be

trash will lead to ithcy situations.

your date...(DAlH?

BI^ETT- 'We know your beating more than your bongos

KyLE-

Speaks to

(Disco rules.

BIKhQyy- you got more

A9^py-

(Do

you date

love

at night.

us.

around your waste than you 'll ever have

the librarian?

Tseudo -intellectual wanna

be.

in bed.

Brooks, svc

years isn't that bad.
BE(A[- Take off your shirt

and move

into the club.

'WILL- 90210 for girls.

(Mice car 'Wilber.

TITZy

is

To

the

"(Damon(e)"-

new

a

rose,

hell boys- 'We'll get

Special Thanks To:

campus

Love

you should of known not

you

to pickjt.

neict year.

Oiogh M., Scott Witheral, Lisa, Stacey Ann, our friends at

saftey, Tlell girls (you

Special (h[p Thanks: B.y.O.B.

know who you

are),

and

and all those posers who

all

Alumni.

are afraid to be themselves.

165

1993 January 13

X L %^8 is a sorority interest group currently
(
seeding affiliation with a national sorority. Ihis

group was founded- 'March

mutal desire

to create

16, 1989, Because

a more diverse and cohesive

group of women. In the four years since
founded,
in

it

was

XL ^8 has organized and participated

community service

activities,

of a

activities, fundraising

and socialfunctions for the %gllins and

'Winter 'Parf^Communites
active participants

We have also been

on the Panhellenic Councilfor

the last three years.

for acedemic

.

X L %^8 Continues to strive

e?(cellence,

and the

unification

of the

present Qreek^system.

January 1993. WarpCanes from the US-, frame,

& (Britian bombed missile sites inS- Iraq

Amy (Denison
I "Kelly

Moriar

Lyn Waterhc
Social Chairp
9{u6er, Pfiila

fund 'Raising
Council H(epr

GO
"

Mere 's

friends
•

15 January 1993

Clinton will continue

Push

's

$

policy of returning immigrating Oiaitan 's in

US

President, 9{icole Hollett, Vice President,
ty,

Secretary, Julie Osmanski, treasurer,

nse,

Co-^ush Chairperson, Marina Slviles,

erson, Jennifer Schaefer, Historian,

9{an

nthropic Chairperson, Stephanie Cohen,
Chairperson, Penelope 'Richey, Panhellenic
esentitive. Actives:

Frances ca CorMy,

Mona Irlksibani, Juliane Jeger, Susan
Harp, April Lawrence, Jennifer

McCormackt (Donna Mollis, %ara
Spofford, O^icole Trigo, Jennifer <Trono,

omasa Tompkins.

to you, 9-Cere's to
orever,

Me,

forever *Be.
169

\Sicitian police

1

announced they arrested tfie Mafias reputed chief who has been sought for more than 23

yrs.

1993 January

16%

International Students Organization

170

#

18 January 1993. ^Thousands marched in Thoeni^ Az. honoring the nezv state holiday of %ev. 'Martin L. %ing,

Jr.

The International Students Organization (ISO) ofRollins College seeks to bring together
students

and others who

are interested in

lining people from different parts of the world

togetherfor social and cultural activities. Its members include international students

US.

students whose families

may have newly

and

arrived or have been here for several

generations. 'The countries represented in the school currently are Bahamas, Switzerland,

we are a globalfamily, living the
internationalscene through the mutual exchange ofcultural andsocial values and ideologies.
Qermany, Spain, Philippines, and Trinidad. In

and future goals and achievements entail community projects
programs, feeding the homeless, and Habitat for Humanity In addition

Some of our past,
such as tutoring
to these efforts,

and socially

essence,

present,

.

ISO is involved in many

stimulating.

internationalfilms,

We

other activities which are intellectually, culturally,

celebrate holidays from all over the

activities,

and sponsoring Ground the World Meals.

Members: Rachel Omo, President, Ingnacio
Secretary,

world with

Lucy %add,

Secretary,

Tom

llrujo,

Vice President, Qarnet

9\[arratil,

Tong, Treasurer, Carla Luelmo, Public Relations,

TeneyaTynes, 9{ews letter 'Editor, ArvindVirani, LoriThompson, Jennifer Thompson, %en
%hea, Elizabeth Coof^ Pfaniel Jassir, Qonzalo Qalobart, (Dwight Williams, %afaelPerez,

Luis Levy, Myssa Hart, Qreg Lennon, Tony Tambacia, Stacie-Slnn Patrick^ Advisor.

We in ISO believe,

without a doubt, that by

openly e?(cmining universal human experiences

and concerns, we

will ultimately better
171

understand ourselves.
More than 550

11S.2L. troops left SomaCia-tfie first to be zvitfidraum since the 11.S. Began its famine

relief.

1993 January 20

•

172

25 January 1993. "E^Supreme Court Justice, Tkurgood Marsfiatf,

dies at age 84.

173

^res. Clinton

appointed his

ivife, 9-Citfary, to

Head a committee on health

care.

1993 January

26%

A

1{0C

aerobics zuitfi Uri Solomon.

<Pfioto

provided Sy %QC.

Thotos provided by "ROC.

•

27 January 1993.

A bacterial outbreaf^brougfit ittness to more

than 200 people

and raised alarm about meat processing.

1hz %gllins Outdoor Club

whose purpose

College

is

is

an organization at %gllins

to broaden ecological and

community awareness among the students, faculty,

and staff.

'Being one

of the most active clubs on

%QC sponsors a variety of activities including
clean-ups of Florida beaches, rivers, and parks. We
campus,

also sponsor educational lectures, films,

and courses

which we feel to be of importance during outdoor
activity.

<BtL

We especially enjoy planning trips including

<R0LLI9^ OintDOGlt CLWB

camping, white water rafting,

SCUUft diving,

canoeing, biking, hiking, rocki climbing, deep sea
fishing,

we hope

and many

others.

'Through these excursions

to increase appreciation

Three people were killed and two

for the outdoors.

wounded when a gunman openedfire

in

a Tampa restaurant. 1993 January 28

•

SOCIAL I H$L%%S T
<

(

Q%OUTS
1993

(

(Donna Wyche, advisor
Scott Sampsel, President
lAmir Ladan, 'External co- Chair

Erica <Bader, Internal co- Chair

Tracy Perkins, treasurer

SWEPT,

the alcohol and Thug Education

students ivho art peer educators on drug
zoith

Programming Team,

is

and alcohol issues. The group

a group of

is

affiliated

(BACCHUS, a national netzuorlc^of over 200 college peer education groups. It
is funded by the Student Qovernment and a federalgrant. S^fDEPT sponsors
weekly educational programs and social activities.
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• 31 January 1993.

"The

Dallas Cowboys destroy the Buffalo

'Bills,

52-1 7 in the

XXVll SuperSozvl.

CLWB
(The

Art Club sponsors fund-raising events for the Senior Art shozv

in the spring
77te

and also

orchestrates the Undergraduate

Art Show.

Art Ctub organizes fieid trips and other activities invovting

any member of the %giiins community.

Under

Z1.9{. sanctions, Israelis to

take Sacf^lOO TaCestines they deported to

Lebanon 1993 February 2

•

'B'LSI

BU D DI ES

(

(

(

t
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• 4 February 1993.

^Tfie

civit rights trial of Los

Angeles -police officers

who

beat

%odney HQng begins

today.

3 LS

<

(

rL

<Best (Buddies is

BU'D Dl LS

(

<

f

a national college-based volunteer program which

promote very specialfriendships- friendships between

is

designed to

and

college students

persons with mental retardation. College students are matched up with mentally retarded individuals for

an

entire academic year,

various outings, they get to Iqtow each other
College Chapter

'Nicole, (Ricfiay

was started in

& Leeanne.

trough interaction and

and become friends. The Rollins

the fall of 1992.

IngridHamann

& %gdger.

A Qrace ^Hernandez &

(Pat.

Caryn SlddaSSo
Michelle

Lynn

"Boszvell

Jennifer Crazvford

Ingrid Odamann

Qrace Odernandez
Leslie Jiickey

Melissa Lanes
<Day

"Ellen
9\[icole

'Richay

Susan %gss
"Dana %gyce
Sally

"Wood

President Clinton nominated Janet O(eno, a prosecutor from Miami, to be Attorney general 1993 February

11%

CULTllflJZL

ACTION COMMl I IE<E
c c

(

Qretcfien Fernandez,

LftSA, HUt Qridtey,
$ctFtag, (Diane

Oiatkazvay, Voices for

Women. Jennifer Janet,
JSL, Vincent tMortreu?Q
Student at Large
Tfiuy 9{guyen,

RASA
Staci-Slnn

Patrick
Residential Life

m

,i\

Tract/ Perkins,

Senator,

Tenny

Schafer, Director

Arvind Vabjinij
ISO/ <PauC <Wfiite- (DavisJ <BSU, Lee
182

1

Wong

j

Chair,

Jon "Wood, Student
at Large.

•

IS February 1993. In Congress, President CtintonpCans

to

remake the economy by taking energy and big incomes.

Meredith <Beard
Chrissyulettore

%atie 'Edwards
Christina Efintfiott

Amelia Jowle

,

0\[an Ofuber

9{ary Lavandier
Julie- !Ann 0\[eubaum

John Mongiori
Catfii Silver,

Linda Sitek^

Tari Snanrorato

CIRCLE
Circle

%is a campus and community service group

while having fun.

Some

orginizations

Council on Aging, Meals on 'Wheels,

....

The %gllins College Choral Society

and community. Zlnder the

is

direction

we have

at Rollins.

to help others

been involved with are: American

We Care, Jfospiee,

^ed Cross,

and habitat for Humanity.

an organization dedicated to bringing outstanding choral music

of T>r. John V.

Sonclair, the society consists

Camerata, a large mv(ed voice ensemble, performs a widevariety ofgenres:
opera.

Our main goal is

compus

of several unique ensembles.

classical, spiritual,

The highlight of the 1993 year included a performance of Pummels 9dass

to the

in <Bb.

and

musical theater,

Chamber singers primardy

perform traditional madrigal selections. Other smaller ensembles include women's Trio, Oden's Quartet, and
'

Women's ensemble. The

Trio,

Sentimental Journey, performs frequently throughout the school yearfor

college

and

alumni events.

CttO%AL socitTy
i

Officers:

Tina%enes,

QaulVlasic, %aren

i

Schatz, John %osquist.
\

'Women s Quartet:
TJeanna "Eddy, %ebecca
9{annen, Christina

Apathy, Laura %oo.

Mens

Quartet: Jason

Tanner, John

183

%osquist, Chris Ihlefeld
Chris Jitzgerald.

Two, 10 year old boys

in Liverpool, 'England,

were charged with murder of a 2 year old boy. 1993 February 21

•

9{&'BI IA I for
(

(

Habitat for Humanity

group of volunteers.

"ROC

etc.

is

rtUMAViliy

not an organization with membership of dues, rather zue are a

We come from every group on campus -fraternities, sororites,

Our goal is

to help build homes for families in the

Orlando and Winter ^ark^

community. Last year we raised $30,000 to finance a

• 22 February 1993.

In

9^BA

<Bastketball, the

West beat

(BSU SQSl,

the "East, 135-132.

"H&llins'

home.

Larry Walsh, President,

Tom

c

Warntr, Vice President

(Dave Zeller, Secretary, Louis Woessner, Treasurer.

COUNCIL

(
l9{TT %J%A <rL%3tl (Ty
<

J

f

Ihe Interfraternity Council at %gllins College

Interfratertiity Conference

and Southeastern

is

part of the, Optional

Interfraternity Conference. It

is

an

andgoverning organization of the Siemens' fraternities. Mpha Tau
Omega, Chi <Psi, (Phi (Delta Theta, Sigma <Phi ILpsilon, Tan "Kappa "EpsUon, andX-

advisory

Club are all represented by an elected representative.

InterVarsity Christian fellowship

is

a group of students who are interested in

strengthening their relationship with Jesus Christ through Qible study, prayer,

and

hanging out with other Christians. 'Whether we are in our rooms, at the beach, in
or at (Beans,

we seef^to challenge

the

campus with

the person

Charlie

ofJesus

class,

Christ.

Oh

"Heather %finger
(Beclq/

%ovac

Todd^eguette
Trang O^guyen

upland Lewis
(Brool^Loope

185

Melissa franklin

A car bombing in

the

Worid cTrade Center caused structural damage and kiCCed at

c

[east

5 people. 1993 February 27

i

Mem6ers: tHappy Aziz, Steve Caminez
Antonio Marsh, Manor MaaCi,

Day

,(

'Liten

Archie Rodriguez, Qeorge %oy,

^acuity Advisor, Marl^Anderson.

MA'lOi and COMPll'T'E^SCI'EnCC'E SOCI E cTy
(

*27te

Math and Computer Science Society of Rollins College is a group of students
the areas

of mathematics and computer science and their applications

(

interested in

in society

and on a

personal level, !Activities over the past year have consisted of informalget-togethers, peer
tutoring forfellow students needing assistance in coursework^
co -sponsored wit h the Asian

and a

"Jeopardy match

American Student Association. Members of the

recognize the importance that mathematics

and computers have

in our world,

MACSS

and they wish

encourage %gllins students of all disciplines to learn more about the role that math

to

and

computer science play in our lives.

186

•

1

March 1993.

Z1.S.

cargo planes begin air dropping food to (Bosnia

and Herzegovina.

LWlI9t &M<E$JCJWC S T U<D<E*& ASSOCIATION
(

The primary aim of LASH

is

C

to enrich the college

community through a variety of

editing activites which can unify Latin American students and other students
genuinely interested in the goal of the society.
like to

We

thanf^the entire student body, our advisor

Teresita Fernandez,

the

members of LASA would

Udeth Lugo,

and all who helped us throughout

(Dr.

Tedro Pequeno,

this year.

Margieric Ofjvera, President

%gy

'Russo, Vice President

Qretchen Fernandez, Treasurer
Luereeia

'Blair,

Seetratary

Udeth Lugo, advisor
Members:

Christie Ortiz

Rafael Perez

Eduardo yanez

OAS A

IBERIA

Alejandro Cubina, JelvClejada, Jeff 'Kline, leather
%erst, 'Elizabeth Coof^ Carlo Luelmo, Ignalio (Brujo,

Qeraldine Carroll,
Jessica Smith, Luis Levy, Veronica *De

Vanessa

Carroll, Jorge Perez,

9{elson
1 87

%gnicl Cabrera, Christina 'Whitehouse

Marisel Valerias, Qonzalo Qalobart, Luis Vilarino, Silvaro

E)iez P)e Rivera, Carolina Espasas,

'The Serb, military

La Torre,

Maria Mercado, Pete

Monique

Ettas, 0\[ury Lavandier.

agreed to allozv a limited evacuation of Muslims. 1993

March 9 •

4

OffCanvpiis Student Organization has

367 members. O.CS.

O.

provides a lounge to rela\^and socialize between classes. O.CS.O.
sponsers campus events with other organizations on campus.

077 CAMPUS STWD'EO^T
Mairym (Diaz,
Sili %ecio,

188

9{itiplas

%

11

March 1993. An

anti-abortion demonstrator shot

and kitted a

President

Vice President

Arthur -'Wong, treasurer

doctor during a protest outside his ctinic in (Pensacota, fL-

\

'Dana L. ^lanckard, ^icfiard L. Cfiarpentier, ^Hubert (W. Hawkins,

Mande, %pBert

Mary Moulton, Carin Ofi9(ell, Sectretary and TreaTim VanLaere, David Wotf. Oiolt Students: Clarence T,.

Morris, Vice President,

surer, 'Paul Saenz,

%gb Sivitilli,

Dawson, Thomas %. Lacy,
'Wayne

'President, Christian

Lohman, Louis

!Anita

'Hales, Chris Skelley,

'Woessner,

%gb Steen, %enna Taylor,

Advisor.

OMlC%P Jt D LLTfr
(

<

Omicron Delta 'Lpsilon

is

Jon 'Wood, faculty Members:

(

<EPSIL09t

an international honor society

'Economics. The objectives

of the honor society

in

are to recognize excellence in

economics by students demonstrating genuine interests in

of economics as a means

their time

It

is

each of the five sororities. Cdi Omega,

%appa %appa Qamma,

all represented by

*E.

made up of all the
is governed by an administrative body

called the Panhellenic Council which

'Delta,

%enna Taylor and the

devoted to O. D.

The Rollins College Panhellnic Association

Qreekjwomen on campus.

promote

to migrate material

deprivation for all mankind. Special thanks to

Economics 'Department for

to

and as a career, and

student interest in economics as an intellectual pursuit
to encourage the use

it,

0\[pn

an executive

(

is

composed of members from

%appa Alpha Theta, %appa

Compis Mentis, and Phi Mu are

officer

and ajunior representative.

<£A<H0i%LL L9{IC

COUNCIL

Adriana Valdes, President, %ari Poppas, Vice President, Stacey
Sotirhos, Secretary,

'Wendy Meltzer, Treasurer, Mary Moulton

'Rush Chair, Penelope %jchey,
The "Storm of the Century

XL%8 %epresentive.

-paralyzes the east coast, killing

33 people. 1993 March 14

•

"

Lisa Malo, President, %usty ^lackjnar, Vice President, !Amie Schanf^
Secretary,

Bethany

'Wright, 'Treasurer,

Jody

TLttis,

Membership

Chair,

%ebecca 9{annen, Historian, %etiy LaQreca, Social Chair.

The Rollins Players, co-producer of the Annie

Ityssell Theatre are

members of the

"Company-at- Large 'who, by their devotion, active commitment, quality of work

and overall attitude have

distinguished themselves in their contributions to

endeavors of %gllins theatre.

%gllins Improve flayers started this year. It ail started when a few theater

students were looking for something to do. %IP's main purpose
bers in the field oj improvisation. This year,

is

to enrich

%1P has performed at

mem-

,

"Evening at

Jreds and the opening of "'Down Under.
"

.

%0LL19i$ lMP%0<V PL
Leslie 'Witthofin, President, <Donna Smatfiers,

Shannon

Castiglione, Publicity, Claire Melvin, Catherine Parsons,

• 20 'March 1993. Justice 'Bryon 'White announced that he

is

'Wisne, Social Chair,

Taut

Jon Crockett, Sally 'Wood,

retiring from the

supreme court.
IL

4%evin Colbert ancC Tfiymotfii
toward in a scene from
(

"Bus Stop , Marcfi 12-20, 1993.

191

Seven numbers leave the "Branch (Davidian compound, 3-weeks after the standoff with authorities. 1993 March 22

•

Layna (hdosley and Wendy Moore,

Co-Chairs, 'Erica Trader, 'Todd (Davenport

Chrissy (Detorre, Chris Fitzgerald, Jody Qreenstein, Ingrid (Hamann,
(Hansford,

Mandi,

Amanda Jacobson, Jen Janette, Charmaine Josiah,

(Kristin (Miller, !%uth Mleckp',

Anne

(Don Leblund, Chris

(Donna Mollis, 'Tracy Perkins, Mif^e Torco

Andrew %oman,

JelixjTejada, (Paul Vlasic,

Will 'Wright.

The Student Ambassadors are volunteers who worf^closely with the
Office

of Admissions.

(Duties

of the ambassadors include giving tours of campus
prospective students, hosting student overnights,
assisting

(Front

%gw (Lto%)

9{assif,

(Dr.

and

with special receptions and tour groups.

S. Joseph

Janet Stover, Jason Dinner

Chanta Qalloway fivers, Jennifer
%kodes,

Anne Juergens, Lisa Malo

"Bethany Wright. QackjRoiv
(Dr.

(Lto$J

Charles %odgers, Melissa Shaffer

Troy

(fisher

Anthony

Qelsonino Caroline Strong
1

92

% 25 'March 1993.

(Francis %gdgers.

All, 700 year old campsite has

to

been discovered in Alaska

and is

the earliest evidence

of life

in America.

:

'WOXJL'D 9<cU9iQ<E (!l
1?te

World hunger Committee works

COMMl T TE L
c c

%vith 0?(f am America

(

(

and various

of World Hunger to %gllins
I7te group sponsors an annual Jast (Day and an annual concert

local organizations to bring the issue
College.

to kelp raise

money

world hunger.

to fight

The young democrats of %gllins College was founded in 1991 to stimulate students to take an active

and principles of the (Democratic
Tarty, to help acquaint voters toith current issues and candidates, and to encourge political and community involvement among the members of the %gllins community, young 'Democrats has had many
interest in governmental affairs, to foster

andencourge the

ideals

Two members served as delegates in the 1991 Florida <Democrtic
Convention held in Lake <Buena Vista. One member won the 1991 Florida Women's Club Political
accomplishments since

its founding.

Science Scholarship. In the fall 1992,

y

<D.

provided information on

(Bill Clinton

as the (Democratic

presidential canidate.

c
(D'EMOC%?l
TS
yOUItq
Christina "Ehnholt; President, 9{an Huber, Vice President,

%nnie, Secretary, John Mongiovi,
Clint

Shannon

'Treasurer.

"Eastwoods movie, "Unforgiven" was awarded best film/director at the 65th Oscar ceremony. 1993 (March 30

#

ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE COMMflWEE
<DAL

WAUlO^i m^ESIcDE^T;
<

(

!%EI<D <BO%EftC,

I

VICE &KESIVE9&; SH'B

9{IC%VA!HAgA%IS, SM<B. C0<IE7 JUSTICE; C^ISVlA^MAJ^pE,
COMPZROLDE'Ri LEE WOO^g, CAC CMSWRi AMl^LAVAH^ COL CO<AI%,
A<D%IA?HA VALVES, <FBU CMAI%i O^ICtiOLE XJICMwy, <£%£M%I<Ri "KQB

I
I
I

j

MOH&US,

CtiAI%i J09<A9^[A

WEISS SSC CM2U$i
f

SENATE
CLASS 07 1993
TE^ B RQAV^EAV,
<Dm$£L L AL7IE%I, A3^p7&W ALLE%,
CWTME<RJ$& JOO^ES, LA^MA MOSLEJ, <2M1L VLASIC
CLASS 07 1994
<DOAC VO^TO, XAfTlE E<D<Wm!PS, TRACy PE RKI^(S, <Rp BIA LL9l RpgE%$,

^S

(

c (

(

f

<

(

(

(

(

ttEAcIttE%jSWLlLE<y, 7ELIX cItEJAVA, VAi^cxfiMoMAS, va^voccia,
<PA<UL (V\MlfTE-<DWVlS,

JOO^WOOV

CLASS 07 1995

MAC BO^0LAUSE^, "ROB EME%$0% I^QVJV 9<AMAy&L MllfE
M<ULLI% C0^S^I^UE9^CMWA^!3yE%, <DOUg SATZMA^C
CW&fnRJ*& WEI<BEL, %IC0lA$7) cWlL%I9^aHl WWigMl WILLIAMS
CLASS 07 1996
CA^RpLIO^E <B$jggLE, VAT!HEA<D, LESLIE tflCKEff, CREigMlO^i
<KMlQtfI, $E(P^LAA(!p%!UM, LEAM <MA$$I% S9<ELLIE OLSZEWSKI
SMELLJ OZA%% VEAfMO^E cWlHQA(TE, EVWAT^DO JAD^EZ
<

P a (BLICAcTl09iA^) <B (RpA<DCASrL'W(ICfti

c

<

SETtt "BEVELL, CIO^DA ®E9@&(ItI, SA^p^^I(lMA% <T0<M)
VAVE^O^T, C^ISS9r VE<I T0%E, MA^70W®(IE% LEAM g<RpttE,
lOtgVE) 0<AMA0^3iL Afh&lE 3LM&70%£>, COUBJ JECh&E% <DAVl<D <}{ALL,
"FWILA <2A$A<y, MI^E PO^CO, VOZig SA'TZMA^i
SlVHlLLI,
t

%m

A<D%IA9{A VALVES,

• 5 April 1993.

lO&D WILLS

University of 9{grth Carolina Beats 'Michigan 77-7 in the 1h[CASi basketball Championship.

<KpP

L^h0) KUM, J E9tMCB RAI%. M3LL09>t MT,'%E DI T9-(, %pB MO^IS,
(PE9&fy SC0<ft7E%. FELIXttJWDA, %fr¥tfmi9& WEI<BEL, J09i
(

(

(

f

(

(

'

WOOE),

WILL

WRigoiT,

DEMETiyOS XE9&%IS

STU'DE^SE^ICE COMMlttEE
yflMMyDiifTy, s%M gusT&s, CREig^To^^igj{% VEwy
LX^p'RUM, MJALO^ME'f&'DlTrt, StfELLIE OLSZEWSKI,
SJlELLy'OZWR% %&7E <FE$!EZ, JWfyQZ'BELLE <XE<L<D, JW&REW

m^XTE^Vj^ZJMff, JOttWJ^ifr WEISS;
yoo^tiwiWEiss, ETfumpo ym&z

%09^LA9iL MlKfE TO'J{CO

f

S^U^9&JtL%%IHg <BOm!P
<

9tICKV%^QA'KJS, CtilEJ JUSTICE;
JUSTICE,

%m SlVlTlLLI, ASSOCIATE

JM@%EWJ%LLE% ^STE9l®%QM)HE% D ALICE
(

(

)

JW^tiJVRpEE, %&CO<EL J09&S, %p(BI!A^E <MACKI% C^RISTl^i
MW&E, MWRJA 9&WZI9&Z, J09LKiMy E%S, DEI^IS VLWfE,
mjE&xVzviVLiEi:, vmiL white-^aVis^ee W09{g
<

The florida Marlins

won

their franchise opener in the

7

1993 major league baseball season 1993 April 6%

c

Ihe %gtlins College Publication

and broadcast Union

campus media board of the student government

is

the officaC

association.

The

board itself oversees the producation and quality of each of our

campus publications and broadcast mediums. ^Each of the member
organizations provide students with unique opportunities to take

!

part in the behind the scenes ivork^of the campus communications.

Crushing
artwork^

is

the %gllins literary publication. Crushing publishes the poetry, prose,

and photography submitted by students, faculty, and administrators. (The
editors publish

two

issues

of Crushing during the academic year.

"Editor:

The Sands-pur is %gllins weekly

college

newspaper and is a 99 -year tradition on campus.

entirely student operated, but seeks involvement from the
strives not only to keep the college

(David Ojall

whole Rollins community.

community updated on current

forum for intellectual discourse on important

It is
It

events, but to provides

a

i

matters. "The Sandspur provides valuable

who seekleadership roles on campus and experience in organization,
writing, computers, andgraphic design, which will serve them in their

training for students
business/marketing,

career after graduation.

I

<

Tke Sandspur is published every Wednesday during the regular

school year, with a couple of issues each summer,

"Editors:

%ob Sivitilli, Rdriana

Valdes, "Todd "Wills

II

•

18 April 1993. Tzvo

officers ivere found quilty

and tzvo

innocent in the federal civil rights trial of <Rgdney 'King.

The ^Times

is

and student handbookfor the academic year.
campus events, organizations and so on. The

the offical Rollins calender

provides information on important dates,

student produced publication also provides an "On the
restaurants, nightspots,

and much

Town" section which

It

describes local

more.

%:TlMES
'Editors:

Mary Journier,

Ingrid Oiamnn

Rollins Television presents alternative, exciting,

%:TV also offers valuable information for the
produce their

and original programming for students.

campus. Members of the group collaborate to

own movies and programs.

Mangaers: Colby Jensen, Mike Porco

The Tomokan

is

Indian

The yearbookjs produced entirely by students with the assistance of a faculty

tribe.

advisor.

the Rollins College annual yearbookjwhich derives its

name from a local

Staff members execute the layout, photography, and organization for the

book,.

THE TO MO %fWC
Editor-in-Chief:

WTR!&91.5 7M,

<

Leah

the

% Qrohe, business Manager:

campus radio station and the

Seth

voice

9{. (Bedell

of Rollins

College, is one

oldest college radio stations in the country, celebrating itsfortienth year

addition to

its

renowned classical programming, <WSR3{jeatures

one can not hear anywhere

from on-air announcing

else.

on the

diverse styles

air.

of the
In

of music that

Students are invovledin all aspects of running the station,

to technical work.

W2RX
Station Manager: Sandy Hitman
'David %oresh and his cutt fottoioers set their compound on fire ending the 51 day standoff. 1993 ApriC 19

•

1993

,

youthful Tars

had a marvdous
season going at

press time.
Team was 27-19

and in third
V
place in the
Sunshine State

and
pursuing an
conference

^CAft

II
post-season

%ay
*}
ernandtz
Tony %ich,
berth.
'

Scott*±kqx)er,

WLik$ Cerere,
Joe Iarrobino,

andTdm^eckat
the hot bats

and

Qregg Smyth,
(Ben Jleetham,
'Sat

%enn$dy,

and

9sf e

i

C

stolen
record with 123.

(
Fernandez, Sonny SucCCer, Joe Iaharrino, Pete Leopardi, Tony'Kich, Jeff Cratty, MikeHonavita.
R}%ay
Middle %gu>{L to
Qregg Smyth, Matt Hekoff, Steve Zllicny, Jorge 'Perez, Matt Scales, (David Humes, Tom PeclQ Hen
fleetham, Matt (Dzurec. rBackJ{piu(L to H(]John fulgham, Head Coach, Jim Jiorvath, Assistant Coach, Pat (Kennedy,

front 'RpzviL

to

Todd'Deihel, Scott Thayer, O^eiljorsythe, (h/w^arney,

%ocky Contreras, Mike Cecere, Allosue, Assistant Coach, Hutch

<

Wynegar, Assistant Coach.

Attorney Qeneral Janet %eno takes alt the blame for the invasion of the (Branch (Davidian Compound. 1993 April 20

•

.

%anked #1
S p

r\t

o

l

by\

s

Illustrated in
pre-season,

the

Tars had great\

expectations
'However, every

team on the
schedule

had

thei

sights set on
%ollins.
s

till

-

'Tars

had

a\

quality season at

19-8, but missed

the post-season
after being edged

by

Florida

Southern in SS

semis.

*Dere

Thurston an
(David'Wolf zvere
^First

Team

All-

SSC and Thurston
was Second Team
All- American,

Wold was
SecondTeam

QTE

Acadefttt^yillAmerican and won

an 9s[pAA

<Post-

Q r a^^tt^h t e
Scholarship.

*

Senior (David Wolf

front 1{pzu(L totyTrevis Certo, (Brain 9{ason, DerekjThurston, 'Defter Vanzant, John Steele, Mike Holmes, Chris Quotas.
ISackjRgivlL to

Chip Morris, Assistant Coach,

Tom

'Klusman,

Head Coach, ChadPhipps, Qreg Soger, Dennis Hall,

Andre Qreen, DerekjBurrell, TaulShipe, David Wolf, (BoSSy Heivitt, Assistant Coach, %yle Jrakes, Assistant Coach.
c

Ihe T.ft.I. claims fuel containers were the cause of the fire at the (Branch Davidian Compound. 1993 April 21

•

'The police estimate

40 Bodies found at

the 'Branch Ttavidian

Compound and many with

bullet

wounds. 1993 April 22

#

garnet 9{avratil, Melanie
'Xpmero, Charmaine Josiah,

front %oiv(

L

%rista 'Endahl.

to

Chiles,

Amy Cassell,

%} %p6yn

Back%ow

(

Stephanie Cohen, Rachel Trevison, Valerie Ctoran, Qina
'Michelle 'Harrington, J'ecenia 'Dawson,

'Williams, (Desiree Martin,

(L to %}

Danha

Angel 'Walker.

Lisa Holt, Julie %aake, %asshia 3ones,

Mulligan, Chris Sheehan, Cynthia 'Pascual, Susan

Harp, %aren Teed, Ihomassa Tompkins, hartley Argo, Irvin Moore.

•

23 April 1993. 'Nearly 10,000 people gathered at

the dedication

of the

11.S.

Holocaust Memorial Museum in Wash.

'D.C.

a

(P

cJTdlb y

MC- Conference
performance by

Mat^pwtdng
and freshman

£

n

M

c

(^TTjda c

£

at the SSC meet,
t

t

%ottv*^^ross
cour^ry hzam

had another

goo tfjtK a r

*

hunting beat his
persottmbtet by

two minutes

in

finishmrf<6th
andtfJSggfmacfi

finisfoltnh

in

the Sijotr^n's
race.

Other top

^Tar

fv^Miers

were ^QH^ane
%udolpv^lth),

H e^^\

e

r
<
(L to %) ^Heather Qarrttt, 'Erin McCormick
l 'Matt hunting, Thayer 'Williamson, Carlos (Dayao,

Qarrett(l6),

and

T

£

h c£jf

Coach 'Don

Cool^.

t
207

"WiCti^^son
(

3

f^0)

.

Qovt. statistics on emergency room visits indicate a

rise in

drug problems among heavy

users.

1993 J%pri(24

<M

n

e

routing team

waM$T midst
of 6 est season
in

a white at

%ollins.

"Tarsi

new

set

course record

(Bradley

Cup

and win team
title

over]

Jacksonville.

'They

also

d ej e at
llC*}

e d\

and row,

nationally

re-

garded T^i^T\
in

in

a

close race\

inaugual

Sunshine

State
Conference

208

Cnampion-

ships
25 April 1993. One person was

killed when a

bomb exploded in

the heart

of London's financial district.

ars
defeat f.I.T.

for Sunshine

State
Conference

and also
help win
title

*

h

<t

.

(Bradley

.

and

Metro Cup
\titCes.

Coach

Ashley
is

'Tarr

proud of

the

team's

gutsines s
andivilltake

squad

to na-

tional level

regatta at

end-f^^ eaJo^'Day! 1993 April 26.

The Shi I
%pach/%yle

Jrak^^ led
golf

te

ivus-x^nked

#lSm

the

mid-season
pollandwere
hopeful of a
berth in the

national
tourney
T^ars

were

second in
SSC Championship and
sophomore
<D a zf\l d
Oierzog just

missed

•

%g iv{L to KJ Susan %gss, Melissa Lagod, Jenny Worth, Huth foster, Alisa Hardy,
Debbie Pappus, Donna 'Mollis, Tori Doney, Creole Jiollett, Andrea Latinu, 'Emily
Johnson, Iris Schneider, Head 'Women s Coach. Bacfcjl{pzv(L to 1(] Chris Sameth, %elly
^"rant

SSC

f

title

as he

f

%obinson, David tterzog, Qary Steiuurt,
O'Callaghan,

Matt Evans,

27 April 1993. Conan OUrain

is

'Kyle brakes,

%en

foruste,

Taul

Valasic, Jason Qatt,

Dan

Assistant Men's Coach.

replacing T>avid Letterman's late-night slot

was edged in

four-hole
when Letterman goes

to

CBS.

playofft+4

ins

3L

pu

a

d
consecutive

P
«

(Dimemn II
n

as^wha C

cbamvion-

ii
0\[umSer one

ranged
<D

e%£fcd

e

P&ppas can
set

r^jtui it

Senior Debbie, Tappas

coCCem^oCf
lab ftfl

Senior 'Nicole "HoiUtt

-

*

211

Junior Andrea Latina

Clinton ends first 100 days in office with

55% job

approval.

1993 April 28.

i

saw

Sailors

salt-of-thes e

(Bud

a

Marrow
retire

in

(December and

won

they

the

open displace-

ment

class at

the Jlorida

Citrus
Sailfest
(world's
largest inland

regatta) for

him.

9s[ew

Coach %ich
Morris ie

teSk^o

4 th

place finish in

conference

and 7th
in

champions h^t^J s
—

^•H.

29 Aprif 1993. Jim Vaivano, former coach of 9{.C State

'Basketball, died of bone cancer at 47.
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Team photos

Sri

Lanza prime
's

unavailabte at time of print.

minister zuas assassinated along zoith 23 other people by a suicide bomber. 1993

May

1

#

W

at

a

a

turnaround!
Tars

went 11-

7-1 after 3-131

campaign in

'91.

"Dan

Qirseded team

started as
many

as five

freshman

and

returns

10

starters for
witt year. Tars

won ftmeman
VLir

tin

e s

/

n
^°^A
Invitational

s

jifse

was

$econ(£j^eam

%CC-S§£^nd

Simon
Wise^^^^nd
vidttuahes

front

%gw{L

"Bonnett.

"Hughes,

to "Rj Joe Virgilio,

Middle

Quy

"Jeulner, J. "P.

%gw{L

"Eldredge.

Can,

9{eil

to

K]

Sean 'Morton, Judd Lando,
TedJiolt,

'Erie "Beall,

"BackjKou){L to

Cohen, "Kurt

"%}

"Welts,

Mike

"Tim "Kehrig,
"Helson,

Tim "Waisanen,

"Ken

Simon "Wiseman, "David

Declan Linki Assistant Coach, Steve

"Bence,

215

Jeff

(Dan Qirse, Jason Lemansky, "Keith "Buckley, "Head

Coach.

The number of international terrorist incidents (361) dropped in

'92,

compared to 567

in '91.

1993

May 1%

ifi

A

atrick

Ewing,

Magic

aught in midair, Shannon
Miller of the U.S.A.
gymnastics team performs

'^•^^Johnson, and Michael
Jordan, better known as
the "Dream Team, "jump for the ball
in the semifinal game against

This was the first
Olympic games to allow professional
athletes to compete; coach Chuck
Daly argued that their presence
could do nothing but enhance the
Lithuania.

event.

her

floor exercises. In addition to
the silver medal awarded for overall
team competition. Shannon received

two bronze and two silver medals in
each of her individual competitions.

^

here's a

new flag flying over

^jlF' Canada—the World
I

•

I

I

Series

pennant. The Toronto Blue
Jays took baseball's championship
outside the United States for the
first time ever, beating the Atlanta
Braves 4-3 in 1 1 innings in Game 6.
After surviving more ninth-inning
magic from the Braves, the Blue

I

Jays won it all

I

label forever.

—and lost their loser's

*

op-seeded Monica Seles

won her second straight
Open women's
U.S.

singles title in September, defeating

No. 5 Arantxa Sanchez Vicario of
Spain 6-3, 6-3. It was the 13th
Grand Slam tournament Seles has
played, and her seventh victory.
Seles earned $500,000 for her
second straight U.S. Open title and
her third Grand Slam tournament

crown of 1992.

ember

of

Volleyball

the

U.S.A.

team.

Bob

Samuelson, celebrates
In
victory against Canada.
response to a situation involving

Samuelson and a medical condition
which caused him to go bald at an
early age, the team showed its
support by shaving their heads
before every match.

217

%a-p i dCy
ascending

women

'

s

team has
A
/ i rJs t
.

winning
season at
jam

5-4-1

d

and

e/iv n

flagler 1tofinish

a success-

fuC^seaso,

tts

third as a

o r

t

.

c
BLACK7%} D^y

(

<

(

i

-

Students outraged, once again at 1Uta 'Bornstein's budget cuts for

ne?(t year.

1993 J%pri(30

•

t

ejrm s

JvrSx yfcar

coach
Oiccyimck
(

a (C ^&h

e

sto

1

May 1993. Monica Seies,

the #1 tennis player

was stabbed in

the

backdating a match

in

Hamburg, Qermany.

221

Team photos

OfficaCs said that 'David %presh's body fiada gunshot

wound to

the head.

unavailable at time of print.

1993

May 3 •

•

4

May 1993.

The

US. may be sending 25,000

troops to stop the fighting in Bosnia.

Senior

%gd Davidson

9{prm Cop Cand announced his retirement after 38 years of coaching men's

tennis.

1993 'May

6%

,.

h

e

i

d

n

sensational
freshman Jon

Q oldf ar b
are
rankled #5

l^ars

heading to 29

consecutive
trip to

OiC^JA

Nationals
(Rollins was
16-4 at press

time with
Coach

9\[prm

Copelands fi-

nal home

match.
Cop eland

is

retiring
after

38 years

at %pllins.
^ars also win

15th consecutive

5SC title!
Two people

were killed andfour wounded

front %gzu(L to $J Ognen O^i^gtovski, J ordan Snider, Jon QotdfarS, Marcf^
Hatch. 'Middle %oiv(L toty&atrickjHead,

Marie

Cfiuy,

%asra Medhat.

*Bacl<i

Q ordon Uehting, Michael %err,

%giv(L

to

Jim

Noting, ^Assistant

Coach, Jim lowers, Sebastian 'Bocf&ueg, Mark^ Qroum,

Tim Van

Laere,

225

TLdwin Hendriksen, MarkjHaeckei, Michael^Barta, C\[prm Copetand, 'Head
Coach.

in

two

seperate post office shootings in Michigan

and California, both of them blamed on postal workers. 1993 May

7%

I

ENNIS

c :

J ront%gw(L to (%] (Dominique (Behrens, (Kim Qtisker, Carot(Picton, Vibecke (Bit, (h[ancyStegmitter,
Amanda (Mathews.
(Kesster,

(Bacl<i

t

Rpw(L to

QerdCzekatta, Assistant Coach, Abby Drosdzat, 'Etizabe th

Atyson Vattante, Jennifer (Mowbray, ^Barbara

fetter,

Lisa Atfonso, Bev Bucktey, (Head

Coach.

Ortando (Magic 's Shaquitte 0(Heatwas announced %gokie of the

'Year.

1993

May 8 •

%gllins goes 21-

under

15

first-year
mentor

fyiarf^

9{e adrick^.

Ladies battle

two top 10
9fcflJA II clubs

SSC

in

state.

Caroline 'Bone

Team
All-SCC and
is

1st

M

e

n

i

e

(Dunbar and

D

a n

Brenha

i

art

a

2nd

'Bone

'Team.
also

C

e

makes the

All-south team.

J o ur

-

u

e

ar

starters 'Bone,

'Dunbar,

Dawn

Qabkd^ and
Cherly Carter
s

h aCPi^t

e

r

numerous
school records.

i

front %gzv{L

to

Mark^Ofeadricki Ofead Coach, Caroline 'Bone, %enda(( Qoodkr, (DanieCa

c

Brenha, Micfie[e Schiaffo, CheryC Carter,

Wozniafa Assistant Coach. BackfRowiL

Ann

Taicton,

'Dawn

Qebfiart, Tatti Ofatf, Jacci

to 'K} Leah 'Martin, TLiizabeth foCger,

Jamie Jennings,

VaCerie 1{ihm, Chrisine SmiCari, <MeCanie 'DunSar, yvette 9datute, SheCBy Smith.

former Qov. Hunt of AL was sentenced to 1,000 Hours of community service

after his conviction for ittegaiuse

offunds. 1993

May 8 •

-

j^yutns

is

second

in

Southern

a

i

m

(

Conference

Champion-

ships
behind
winning
rfo r
mance of

p

e

Jane

—

*-

—

>^~»

Peterson.

Seniors
ftndy freyj

£ d d

e

i

Osttrvoidf
<B

i

I

I

O-iazv^ins,

and (Dana
<B[anchard
retire

r

the

skies for the
last time as

T

s
9

May

1993. The retrial of a

Miami police

officer

on charges of killing 2 blackjmn begins tomorrow in Orlando

Last day of dosses. 10

May 1993. •

ID)

d

'

O
o

<

Chi Psi
Chi Omega
o
o

^au "Kappa 'EpsiCon

Chi

(Psi

n

o
o

Coaches

ISO
o

Chi Vsi

o

o
o

Sigma <2hi 'Epsiton
20

May 1993.

Softer 11 seasons

and a

record 111

'Emmy nominations, Cheers

is going

off the

air.

'Kappa

%appa Qatnma

E PILOgU E

(

(

(

1993

O^tJOU^QOOTf CfEWRS WT<RpLLI9&
mi%> a Ve^successful je^^s
^ESIlrE^rOFXCLU B. WE WK'E so
(

(

<FRpU<Dl

MUCH LOVE,

ou^
SU9{$9{I9&, m^p WE
you

L009t?0%WJ%%p TO A
C (
B RIQHI'FUTURE $0%.
<

yOUVE CO^QWRS/D
KOLLIO^-- 9{pWaNjTO

TE9&t

WE LOVE yOU.
LOVE,

Congratulations Jeanne!

Love,

Mom and (Dad, Joe, (Frances, Margy,
Maureen,

(Beth,

(Kathleen,

and (Mike

JOSOi,

i

MOM, <DSVD & (MjCOLfE

2b:

LOV'L AL'WAJS
and (DM)

MOM

MIKE KARGER
WE LOVE YOUR DESIRE TO
ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS.
CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR LATEST SUCCESS AND
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
MIKE'S WISH LIST
1^89 HACKLEY SCHOOL GRADUATE

TO: Witt Qilhert,

from Montana

to Jiorida,

the journey has been Cong,
the worfcjhard, hut

the

\

reward is great.

[^89 CCC GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
(^93 ROLLINS COLLEGE GRADUATE

Thanf^you for today Witt.

??

SUCCESSFUL STOCKBROKER

Love,

??

LOVING HUSBAND of STEPHANIE
SEYMOUR

Mom

LOVE,

MOM, VXD, and "DAVE
238

I

7b our wonderful
daughter Stacey

We are so proud of
you!!

you are

the best kid in

the whole- wide world.

Congratulations!!

Love 'Mom,

'Dad,

and

Mike
239

C09{g (IW<DULWTlO?iS

Jennifer,

'Have fun

year I

and study hard in your senior

you it always

be our sleeping princess

with your hand in the cookie
iuckne7(t year! Love,

Mom,

Christian, Jiitian, Courtney,

boTclll

Qood

(Dad, %etly,

MjiMpy, o^iyouii
SUCCESS WlKpLLl*(S.
LOVE, MOM, <D!A.(D &

andMatfory

PeRFESSEK. WifAF SAYS:

\

'.

IHHL

We often heard that
kids grow

up a

Cot

during

their freshman year.

We

never ejected this.

To

Chris Sheehan '96

With

Call me zufien you get some icecream!

Cove from

(Dad and Jane,

%athy,

(Bi((,

and Tory.

TWO T9il<HQS I UEWStpD AT%0LL19{3:
1.

2.

(DOO^T

SWEAT

T9i<L

L V cE%yTttI }lQ IS

f

(

<

SMALL S^Uf?

SMALL STUJJ
<DArfXA, 93

241

the
the

mind
hand

designs...
creates...

the soul celebrates..

FINE AMERICAN CRAFTS

FINE

ART /& AMERICAN CRAFTS
BOSTON,
MASHPEE,

MA
MA

CHESTNUT HILL, MA

Aruba Locations
Seaport Village Mall

•

-

Strada Shopping Arcade

Strada Annex Plaza Daniel Leo

•

Alhambra Shopping Bazaar

9

'Day

ApriC 26,1993

(Phi (Delta
Beall,

a

^heta Senior

Witts...

of your own, a soccer scholarship, a mother -in-law who

life

litres

rednecks,

loadedpizza, Tallin, helmetfor your po-theta head, a map tofindyourself again, agirl
that doesn't

want

to be just friends, fiat Torco,

(Doering,

the

CLUB, head to head

anchorman withgrandma, sea breeze, Will, speedy senior year, a day zvith yourfriends,
Lamans/qj,

new adidas wardrobe,

thanks to whoever put their hand down, a girlfriend

with one boyfriend, Beans, Burger%ng, McDonald's, SubWay,„etc with JLunter, a
true story, Livesey, a tip, cybergenics, a t-shirt that's not white, Bernard,

speech therapy, a can of beans

Mouthwash

to

and Amanda,

'(jet

off Wardof OLerms, a

get Tine off your tongue, drug self-test

kit,

four more

an apron,

clue, poverty,

years, perfect

attendance, Wilson, a recount, a girl-any girl, shorts that ft, 3 cheeseburgers, 2 large
fries,

Victory, a no to a bubbler, all body razor, something to say, another

a shake

Spring 'Breaker, Cerrato, %obotussin, late night chauffer to the field,
lf

it? a straightjacketfor your roommate, Pete,

Why weep about

what ami doing wrong?"

Carabajal, real

major, speech class with Bernard, Spanish lessons, a receiver that doesn 't burn you,
trip to thefish store to

buy some seahorses andstuff,

"

9^icki

"a

another senior year, posture,

a fraternity that willget you backi a friend besides Will, Lawrence, more cool lessons

from 9{e(son, a

red-carpet, director's chair

and megaphone,

"Kennedy, a pocket mirror,

a trip to planet earth, his/her bath towels with Allan, walking lessons, Uhler, a wooden
spoon, more bandaids, birdfeeder, the blob, confidence, Borghese, a crown, Jeep without
stickers, reasonfor an attitude, realpicture

ofagirlfriend, new music. Levy, Baby Bird,

2LL, a bag ofred- hairs, Ovaltine, a cycle, a covergirl who calls backi your master, Borden,
sanity, milkbone for Clifford,

blood,

Hemingway andsomejelly, a liver, stupid little girls,

Lando, one more season with the Limey, VarfDerzee, hands,

life

%eary 's new address, guest spot with Luke Terry, Towers, one way
sober tennis, the
bottle

little

padfor those

IQj,

ticket to Alaska,

grow light, 5 am pickin on gameday,

Camaro with Malon, face

guitar, 'Thompson,

in the fast lane,

monster, Shipe, hogging license, a coach that thinks you can play,

of Q old-Seal, shoe size

to Qold's in the

Irish

'

Johnson, a

trip

paint, steriodforehead, someone to breaks

an identity, afriend, afraternity that cares what you

cold shoulders, (Defers special- everytime,

"I

know,

"

thinks heating

WOW,
page paid for by Thi 'Deha Tfieta

QoCcC Patron
<BCue "Patron

$30.00-$ 59.00

Mr. and Mrs. JeraCd Herman

Mr. and Mrs.

Ms. Martha Cu6ina

Ms. Patricia 9-Cughes
Mr. and Mrs. Wittiam Lazvrence

Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. "Edward

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McK&ight
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Michawc
Mr. Irwin Miittr

Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Ottaviani

Ms. Susan Parsdl
Mr. and Mrs. Rafael PascuaC

Mr.
(Dr.

"Kicfiard

and Mrs.

Mr. 'Patricf^Sheehan
Mr. and Mrs. JoeCTigett
Mr. and Mrs. <Bo6 "Wade

Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. "Edgar Wittardlll

246

Mr. and Mrs. %gbert "Wiison

Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles "Wotf

Mr. and Mrs.

Sup-porting Patrons.

.

$60.00 +
Regular Patron $10.00- $29.00
Mr. and Mrs. 'Richard Gutter
Mr. and Mrs. 7* Qregory Campbell

Qregg bedell

James *Boyer
Qall

Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.

Sam Crust

P) avid P)andurand

Ms. cfvette founder 'Fernandez
Mr. Larry Jrey, Mr. and Mrs.

'Ellis

Qolub

Ms. Mary Jane %arger

Matthew Quokgs
M. V. %ell
Lack
William Oliver

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony l^nokol
Mr. and Mrs. James Lowe
Mr. and Mrs. Qeorge McCannon
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Meehan,
Mr. and Mrs.

'Robert

Meredith

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Payne,

Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Jarms Pratt

John Phillips
Albert Sonntag

Egbert Vlasic

Mr. and Mrs. 'RpnaldPutt
Mr. and Mrs. Qeorge S chaffner

Ms. Janet Skidmore
Mr. Richard Sorens on
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sullivan

Joseph Wilson

Mr. and Mrs. 'Richard 'Whiting

Mr. and Mrs. Crosby

l/tfyman, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis 'Woessner
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i

u

College

Crew ftowrtk
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VJlHTRi^Mi" ROLLINS Vc ACTS To TUe WlftTic fLuOoATloM:
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